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U

S entrepreneur
and
philanthropist
Sheila C. Johnson
focuses on
the arenas of
PW[XQ\ITQ\a[XWZ\[<>ÅTUIZ\[
ML]KI\QWV_WUMV¼[MUXW_MZUMV\
IVLKWUU]VQ\aLM^MTWXUMV\)[
+-7WN ;ITIUIVLMZ0W\MT[IVL
:M[WZ\[IPW[XQ\ITQ\aKWUXIVa[PM
NW]VLMLQV2WPV[WVW^MZ[MM[
IVM^MZOZW_QVOXWZ\NWTQWWN T]`]Za
XZWXMZ\QM[QVKT]LQVO\PZMMWN \PM
\WXOWTN ZM[WZ\[QV.TWZQLI#IVM_
XZWXMZ\a0MVLMZ[WV*MIKP:M[WZ\
IT[WQV.TWZQLI#\PMMY]M[\ZQIV
QV[XQZML;ITIUIVLMZ:M[WZ\;XI
QV5QLLTMJ]ZO>QZOQVQI#IVL\PM
VM_TaWXMVMLT]`]Za678;10W\MT
QV6M_7ZTMIV[1V[XZQVO 
2WPV[WV_QTTWXMVPMZKWUXIVa¼[
[MKWVLKQ\aXZWXMZ\a0W\MT*MVVM\\
QV+PIZTM[\WV6WZ\P+IZWTQVI.
Johnson is also Vice Chairman of
Monumental Sports & Entertainment, and
President and Managing Partner of the
Women’s National Basketball Association’s
(WNBA’s) Washington Mystics. She is the
only African-American woman to have
ownership in three professional sports
teams, her portfolio including the National
Basketball Association’s Washington
Wizards and the National Hockey
League’s Washington Capitals. She serves
on the executive committee of the United
States Golf Association, is a partner in
5Q[\ZIT\PMUISMZWN ÅVMJI\PJWLaIVL
home products, and launched her own
collection of luxury scarves, inspired by
her travels around the world. She has
served as a judge for Ernst & Young’s
World Entrepreneur of the Year Award,
been named among the Top 50 of
America’s Richest Self-Made Women
in Forbes Magazine, and co-founded WE
Capital, a venture capital consortium
to empower female-led enterprises. She
also serves on the board of the Greater
Washington Partnership, a centre for
commerce and innovation.
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)TWVO\QUMXW_MZN]TQVÆ]MVKMQV\PM
entertainment industry, Johnson was a
founding partner of Black Entertainment
Television (BET), served as executive
XZWL]KMZWN NW]ZLWK]UMV\IZaÅTU[IVL
PMTXMLÅVIVKMThe Butler, directed by
Lee Daniels and distributed by Harvey
Weinstein. She serves on the board of
governors of The New School, Parsons
School of Design, New York; is a member
of the Leadership Council at Harvard
Kennedy School’s Center for Public
Leadership; and is a board member of
the Jackie Robinson Foundation and
International African American Museum,
Charleston, South Carolina.
Johnson served as global ambassador
for CARE, which combats global poverty
by empowering women, and was a
member of Accordia Global Health
Foundation’s International Council,
ÅOP\QVOQVNMK\QW][LQ[MI[MQV)NZQKI#
in recognition of her humanitarian
MٺWZ\[[PM_I[PWVW]ZML_Q\P\PM
Eleanor Roosevelt Val-Kill Medal. An
accomplished violinist, Johnson received
a Bachelor of Arts in music from the
University of Illinois.
Born in Pennsylvania on 25 January
1949 to a neurosurgeon father and an
accountant mother, Johnson moved 14
times before completing high school
near Chicago. She has two children and
lives with her husband, Judge William T.
Newman Jr., in Middleburg, VA, where
EVA caught up with her.

In high school, you became
an accomplished violinist and
received a full scholarship to study
music at the University of Illinois.
During college, you became
MVOIOML<MTTUMIJW]\aW]ZÅIVKu
His name was Robert Johnson and I
married him junior year in 1969, during
the Vietnam War. He was in a reserve
unit because they needed more minorities,
\PMVPM_MV\W\ٺWJWW\KIUX1ÅVQ[PML
my senior year, and when he returned,
we moved to Princeton. I taught music at
two schools and after he graduated from

Princeton, we moved to Washington, D.C.
where I taught at Sidwell Friends School
and he took a job with the Corporation of
Public Broadcast.

Your husband secured a $500,000
investment and together you
co-founded your own highly
successful cable TV network, Black
Entertainment Television. Why did
you sell the company?
Bob decided he didn’t want to continue
running the company. BET was devoting
more of its airtime to music videos, and as
videos grew increasingly sexually explicit,
I became disenchanted. There was a lot
of head butting on which direction the
network was going. I thought that it should
answer to the African-American voice.
And then our marriage fell apart and I
wanted to move on.

In 2005, you founded Salamander
Hotels and Resorts. How did that
happen?
I was sitting on cash, ready to rebuild.
I always loved travelling and staying in
ÅVMPW\MT[M[XMKQITTaQV-]ZWXM°1_I[
like: “I could do this”. When a door
opens and you can see the direction in
which you want to go, walk through that
door. I bought a 340-acre plot bordering
Middleburg, Virginia for a good price. I’d
been in the town since 1996 and it was
ÅVIVKQITTa[\Z]OOTQVO1¼LJW]OP\IO]V
shop, which I gutted and turned it into
Market Salamander, with a chef ’s working
kitchen. I brought in chefs and we worked
with the farmers, sort of the Martha
Stewart approach. It’s still up and running
and doing very well.
The town of Middleburg couldn’t keep
retailers, but I did a feasibility study and
put a business plan together and decided to
build a resort. I met with the town council
to show how this could work and the money
that could be made. Nothing had happened
in the area in more than 150 years and
some fought me. I hired top hotel business
people and we put it together. It took
almost 10 years and was a powerful lesson
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I told the chairman,
“You can get a ‘twofer’:
a woman and an African-American.”
And now I’m vice chairman

Loving Life & Loving People
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When a door opens and you can see the direction
in which you want to go, walk through that door

in perseverance, but really believing in my
vision and making it work has been worth
it. The resort has been hugely successful
as a bipartisan meeting place, somewhere
for huge corporate groups and a segue into
aviation. We had no place for private jets
to land, so put together a company called
ProJet Aviation and secured the Winchester
Airport, providing a private jet facility we
could link to the resort.

done. I have to visit my hotels – coming
up on seven now – and I take my senior
executive team on the plane. It really
is a time saver. We can get more done
flying privately, because commercial
planes often get held up in airports and
we lose a day, sometimes two days and
it’s easier for me to take the team with
me so we can get it done in one day and
fly right back.

0W_WN\MVLWaW]ÆaXZQ^I\MTa'

0W_U]KP_W]TLaW][IaaW]Æa
privately in a typical year?

All the time. I had a GIV since I
travelled to Europe a lot, but sold it
because I wasn’t using it as much and the
maintenance cost so much. Now I have a
8QIOOQW_PQKP1ÆaITT\PM\QUMIVLIT[W
charter out.

When you charter, which charter
operator do you use?

Over 600 hours.

)VLPI[aW]ZXZQ^I\MÆaQVOKPIVOML
in the last year compared to the
year before?
Yes, because we’ve taken on more hotels
[W1PI^M\WÆaUWZM

And how do you expect it to change
in the year ahead?

I brought in Jet Linx, which is a national
KWUXIVa<PMaJZW]OP\QVIVM`\ZIÆMM\
of planes, since I could broker that kind of
deal using other planes, rather than holding
onto a costly huge plane that was going to
have repairs every year. I thought this was
a good way of reinvesting, selling the GIV
and keeping the Piaggio.

I am also the vice chairman of
Monumental Sports so I own sports teams
in Washington and I take the plane to those
games too.

?PaLWaW]ÆaXZQ^I\MTa'

No, I’m not allowed to. In the WNBA
we are not allowed to have them even set
foot on the plane.

It’s the only way I can get things
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,WaW]M^MZÆa\PM\MIU'

,WaW]ZMUMUJMZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMaW]
ÆM_XZQ^I\MTa'
Yes. I was with NetJets for about 20
aMIZ[IVL1ÆM_ITT\PM\QUMM[XMKQITTa
during the BET years. We had 250 to 400
hours with NetJets.

If you were going to move or
upgrade from your existing aircraft,
which model would you most likely
move to?
Possibly a Falcon, because I like the size.
It’s a little larger than what I have and I
could probably carry a few more people
and go to the West Coast without having
to refuel.

When you’re visiting a new
destination, do you leave the
decision of which FBO to use to
aW]ZÆQOP\WX[\MIUWZXQTW\WZLW
you have your own preferences?
I have my own pilots so I leave it up to
\PMUIVLW]ZÆQOP\WX[\MIU

Do you have a preference for
WVJWIZLKI\MZQVOWVTWVOMZÆQOP\[
or do you leave that to the team?
We have a wonderful catering service
that I link to the private service – you
[\IZ\KWVVMK\QVO\PMLW\[?PMVM^MZ1Æa
whether it’s short or long, if I need food,
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I stop by our market, where we’ve got all
packaged foods and menus. I tell them
what I want and I bring it on.

How much of a concierge service
LWaW]M`XMK\NZWUaW]ZÆQOP\
department as far as hotel
accommodation, if you are not
staying in your own properties, and
other logistics are concerned?
Being in the hospitality business,
we know general managers of many
hotels across the country so I can make
IZZIVOMUMV\[NWZUa[\IٺVWUI\\MZ
where anyone is going. We handle the
ÆQOP\QVNWZUI\QWVIVLUaÆQOP\WX[
people have a driver waiting to take me
to the hotel; the hotel takes over from
there. I’m also involved with the United
;\I\M[/WTN )[[WKQI\QWV[W_MÆa\W
\PM=;7XMVIVLLWITTW]ZÆQOP\WX[
IK\Q^Q\QM[\PZW]OPUaWٻ
KM

Does a third party manage the
aircraft for you?
No. We have a management team on
property, while our maintenance is done in
Florida.

When you put your aircraft out for
charter, are you happy with the
numbers of hours being delivered
per year?
Absolutely. The problem is that I use
it so much, sometimes it can strain the
charter and so I like to work very closely
with Jet Linx. Sometimes I’ll know my
schedule for a full month and we give it to
\PMUJ]\1PI^MÅZ[\ZQOP\WN ZMN][IT1N 
someone does want it and I really need it, I
PI^M\WÅVL\PMUIVIT\MZVI\Q^M

Does an aircraft management
company manage your plane?
My pilots take care of everything and Jet
Linx helps us.

How close an eye do you keep on the
expenses? Do you scrutinise bills?
I have three CFOs that work for me
privately. They go through everything and
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are in constant contact with Jet Linx. We
keep track of all of that.

Who does your aircraft
maintenance? Which company?
Jet Linx pretty much handles everything
in-house.

And which FBO executive handling
companies do you use around the
world?

the Mystics, we now have women owners.
And you’re starting to see women minority
owners in other basketball franchises. I think
this has really opened the door to thinking
that instead of being on the bench or behind
it, we can be there in front of the bench.
Certainly it’s a struggle, but we’re doing
better, and if you think about the NBA 20
years ago, they were struggling too. If we
PIVOQV\PMZMIVLSMMXÅOP\QVONWZ_WUMVQV
sports, it’s going to get better.

I believe Jet Linx has about 100 planes
under management, with relationships
nationwide. We go pretty much wherever
they tell us to.

Is being the vice chairman
of Monumental Sports &
Entertainment, and majority
owner of several sports teams an
investment opportunity, or have you
always been a sports lover?
I’ve always been a sports lover. I was a
synchronised swimmer before Title IX, and
ran a little track in high school. In college, I
found that I couldn’t do as much in sports,
except become a cheerleader and I was
\PMÅZ[\)NZQKIV)UMZQKIV_WUIV\WJMI
cheerleader at the University of Illinois. It
was something very unusual for the College
of Fine and Applied Arts, because they’d
never had a cheerleader who played the
violin.
)N\MZ[MTTQVO*-<1_I[WٺMZML\PM
opportunity of a lifetime, one that women
never get: a chance to buy the WNBA
Washington Mystics. I said I needed to see
\PMÅVIVKQIT[JMKI][M1SVM_\PM?6*)
teams had been struggling. The Mystics
PILJMMVWVMWN \PMÅZ[\\MIU[\WMV\MZ
the WNBA and to bolster the summer
franchise, I went to my attorney and said,
“I don’t just want to own the women’s
team, I’d like to be an owner of all three
Washington teams and I want to be a
[QOVQÅKIV\W_VMZVW\IXMVVaUWZMWZI
penny less than any of the other majority
owners.” I told the chairman, “You can
get a ‘twofer’: a woman and an AfricanAmerican.” And now I’m vice chairman.
1\¼[JMMV\MZZQÅKJMKI][M[QVKM1JW]OP\

What do you have left to do?
To continue growing the Salamander
brand. I’ve got two kids, even though
they’re adults, I’m still there for them,
and I’ve got a husband who’s absolutely
extraordinary, a chief judge and an actor.

I understand your new husband
goes back to your divorce. When you
approached him at the bench after
your divorce and asked him if he
remembered you, what did he say?
He said, “I’ve never forgotten about
you.” And I said, “Have you ever been
married?” He said, “I’ve always been in
love with you.”

What’s your passion?
My passion is creating things, like
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great hotels. But I also have a passion for
ÅTU[1XZWL]KMLThe Butler and I’ve done four
documentaries. I started the Middleburg Film
Festival and we’ve helped bring so many arts
to this town, including Shakespeare. We’re
creating and being transformational in areas
that just weren’t here. I think it takes a special
person to see where the holes are that can be
ÅTTMLIVL1¼UKZMI\QVOIJM\\MZTQNMNWZUa[MTN 
and my family, and the people around me.

What does leadership mean to you?
It means integrity, character, not being
afraid to take risks, being an example to the
people you are managing and trying to inspire
by leading a life that is joyful and peaceful. It’s
also about being a real example of a person
with integrity and character.

As an African-American woman, how do
you deal with the rampant racism that
surrounds us?
By not being a shrinking violet! I’ve had
issues, even at the resort, where I’ve had to put
W]\ÅZM[NZWUXMWXTM\PI\PI^MOW\\MVLZ]VS1
have a very diverse employment team and I have
XMWXTMWN KWTW]ZXMWXTMNZWULQٺMZMV\ZIKM[
and socio-economic backgrounds that come to
the resort. There have been a few unfortunate
patrons that have made some very nasty, racial
KWUUMV\[IVL1¼^MPIL\W[\MXQVIVLLQ[]ٺM
that, and let them know I will not tolerate it, not
in my establishment.
Trying to create the resort I ran into all sorts
of horrible racist comments. I just put myself
in their shoes and tried to educate them to be
better people. I often think these racist adults
have grown up in a social circle so narrow that
they have just not been able to understand and
experience that there are good people of all
nationalities out there and we have to learn to
get along. We cannot live in silos. That’s not the
way this country is evolving.

You could easily retire. Is there a
reason that you don’t?
I’ve never sat still my entire life, and I can’t
see me doing it. I’ll probably die sitting at my
desk or at the basketball court. I love life and
I love people and I have never been more at
peace or more happy in my life. Q
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The Grander Way
From Biggin

L
Opposite:
The short walk
from jet to
helicopter at
Biggin Hill.

12

aunched little more than
two years ago, Biggin Hill’s
London HeliShuttle recently
expanded with the addition of
a new Leonardo AW109 Grand,
JZQVOQVOQ\[I^IQTIJTMÆMM\]X
\W[Q`IQZKZIN\)Å`MLNMMWN XT][>)<
secures the six-minute helicopter transfer from
Biggin to Battersea’s London Heliport and
QVKT]LM[WV_IZLKPI]ٺM]ZMLKIZ[MZ^QKM\WIVa
LM[\QVI\QWV_Q\PQV\PM5<PMZM¼[I\TMI[\
40 minutes and, given the realities of London
\ZIٻ
KXW\MV\QITTaKWV[QLMZIJTaUWZM\QUM\W
be saved compared to even a relatively troublefree drive into London.
Andy Patsalides, London Biggin Hill’s Marketing
Manager, admits: “I’m really amazed at how many
ÆQOP\[_M¼ZMLWQVO·Å^MWZ[Q`ILIaQV[WUMKI[M[1_I[
WZQOQVITTaITQ\\TM[KMX\QKITJ]\WN KW]Z[M_PI\XMWXTM
IZMJ]aQVOQ[\QUM
¹1VUW[\KI[M[XMWXTMJWWS\PMQZPMTQKWX\MZI\\PM
[IUM\QUMI[\PMaJWWS\PMQZÆQOP\QV\WWZW]\WN *QOOQV
0QTT*WWSQVO[LQZMK\\PZW]OP\PM4WVLWV0MTQ;P]\\TM
_MJ[Q\MIVL^QI+I[\TM)QZ_PQKPWXMZI\M[\PM[MZ^QKMNWZ
][IZMM`KMX\QWV[
¹*]\_M¼^MPIL[M^MZITKI[M[_PMZMK][\WUMZ[PI^M
TMIZVMLWN \ZIٻ
KWZ_MI\PMZQ[[]M[IٺMK\QVO\PMLZQ^M
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London HeliShuttle AW109 at Battersea’s
London Heliport. Both via London Biggin Hill.

QV\W4WVLWV_PMV\PMa¼ZMR][\WZUQV]\M[W]\IVL
ZMY]M[\MLIPMTQKWX\MZ?MPI^M\PMIQZKZIN\IVLKZM_[
PMZMIVL_M¼^MIT_Ia[UIVIOML\WPI^M\PMPMTQKWX\MZ
_IQ\QVOQVXW[Q\QWVZMILaNWZ\PMU;WQ\¼[IT[WIVWV
LMUIVL[MZ^QKM#\PMSMaXWQV\Q[\PI\\PMPMTQKWX\MZ[IVL
XQTW\[IZMITZMILaI\*QOOQV0QTT1\UISM[NWZIZMITTa
ZM[QTQMV\XZWL]K\IVL_Q\P[Q`LMLQKI\MLPMTQKWX\MZ[
XMWXTMIZMKWVÅLMV\\PMa¼TTJMIJTM\WOM\WVMº
5W[\ÆQOP\[IZMQV\W*I\\MZ[MIJ]\.ITKWV4WVLWV
0MTQXWZ\XZM^QW][Ta>IVO]IZLKWV^MVQMV\NWZ\PM+Q\a
+IVIZa?PIZN7IVL-`KMTQ[I[\IVLIZLIT\MZVI\Q^M
¹5W[\XMWXTM_IV\\WOW\W*I\\MZ[MIJ]\QN \PMa_IV\
\WOW\WIXZQ^I\M[Q\M_MKIVLW\PI\\WW1UXWZ\IV\Ta
JMKI][M_MQVKT]LM\PMKIZ[MZ^QKMNZWU4WVLWV
0MTQXWZ\\PMWXMZI\WZIT_Ia[SVW_[_PMZM\PMXZQVKQXIT
Q[Q\¼[IT_Ia[]VLMZ*QOOQV¼[KWV\ZWTº-[[MV\QITTa\PM
RM\IZZQ^M[\PMLWWZWXMV[\PMZMIZMXI[[XWZ\IVLW\PMZ
NWZUITQ\QM[\WKTMIZIVL\PMVQ\¼[TM[[\PIVIUM\ZM
_ITS\W\PMWXMVLWWZWN \PM_IQ\QVO)?!PMTQKWX\MZ
IVL[_QN\TaWV\W4WVLWV

Grand Capacity
?Q\P[Q`)?![I^IQTIJTM\PM4WVLWV0MTQ;P]\\TM
WٺMZ[O]IZIV\MMLKIXIKQ\aM[XMKQITTa_Q\P\PMZM\]ZV
\ZQX\W*I\\MZ[MI\ISQVO[WTQ\\TM\QUM¹1\¼[ZIZMNWZUM
\W[MMUWZM\PIV\_WWZ\PZMM\IQTV]UJMZ[WXMZI\QVO
QVILIaJMKI][M\PMaKWUMJIKSY]QKSTaZMILa
\W\ISM\PMVM`\XI[[MVOMZ[º7V\PMW\PMZPIVL
[PW]TLIK][\WUMZ_IV\\WÆaN]Z\PMZIÅMTL\ISQVOI
PMTQKWX\MZI_IaNZWU*QOOQVNWZIVM`\MVLMLXMZQWL
\PMVM_/ZIVLXZW^QLM[ILLQ\QWVITKW^MZ
¹?MZMKMV\TaPILIK][\WUMZTIVLIVL\PMVLMKQLML
\PMa¼LTQSMIPMTQKWX\MZ\W\ISM\PMU\W\PMQZNIK\WZa
1\¼[QUXW[[QJTM\WJZQVO\PMPMTQKWX\MZIVLKZM_QV\W
IK\QWVQUUMLQI\MTa[WaW]R][\PI^M\WJM[\ZIQOP\_Q\P
XMWXTMIVLM`XTIQV\PM[Q\]I\QWV*]\Q\_I[ZMILaQV
UQV]\M[IVL\PMa[\QTTUILMIUI[[Q^M\QUM[I^QVO
KWUXIZML\WLZQ^QVOº
+I[\TM)QZWXMZI\QVO\PM0MTQ;P]\\TMWV*QOOQV¼[
JMPITNMUXTWa[\PM)?!I[Q\[IQZKZIN\WN KPWQKM
[QVKMQ\¼[IUIRWZLQ[\ZQJ]\WZIVLUIQV\IQVMZWN 
4MWVIZLW¼[PMTQKWX\MZZIVOM1\[XZM[MVKMI\*QOOQV0QTT
IT[WMVIJTM[\PMIQZÅMTL\WWٺMZ\PMTIZOMZ;QSWZ[Sa;
PW_M^MZ_PQTMIKKM[[\W\PMWٺIQZXWZ\;\IZ[XMMLÆMM\
WXMV[]X\PMXW[[QJQTQ\aWN IKKM[[QVOI^IZQM\aWN )QZJ][
0MTQKWX\MZ[*MTTIVLN]Z\PMZ;QSWZ[SaUIKPQVM[¹*]\
^QZ\]ITTaITTW]ZÆQOP\[IZM_Q\P\PM)?!1\¼[I^MZa
[\aTQ[P1\ITQIVPMTQKWX\MZ°º
8I\[ITQLM[LM[KZQJM[0MTQ;P]\\TMI[IOIUMKPIVOMZ
VW\QVOQ\[XWX]TIZQ\a_Q\P=;K][\WUMZ[I[M^QLMVKMNWZ
PQ[TWN\aKTIQU¹?M_MZMZMKMV\TaI\IKW]XTMWN [PW_[
QV\PM=;IVL_MZMITQ[MLR][\PW_U]KP\PM[MZ^QKMQ[
^IT]ML7]Z)UMZQKIVNZQMVL[SVW_PW_MI[aQ\Q[\W
\ZIV[NMZNZWU*QOOQVQV\W4WVLWV1VNIK\\PM[MZ^QKMQ[
[W^IT]ML\PMNMMVWTWVOMZ[MMU[QUXWZ\IV\Q\¼[\PM
[Q`UQV]\M[QV\W*I\\MZ[MI\PI\XMWXTMTWWSI\<PMaLWQ\
WVKMIVL\PMa¼ZMPWWSMLº
<PM[IUMNMMIXXTQM[_PM\PMZ\PMPMTQKWX\MZ\ISM[
WVMWZIUI`QU]UWN [Q`XI[[MVOMZ[¹°J]\Q\¼[I
^MZaZIZMLIa\PI\_MPI^M[Q`XMWXTMQVQ\1\¼[ZMITTa
KWUNWZ\IJTM_Q\P]X\WNW]ZJ]\][]ITTaQ\¼[R][\WVM
WZ\_WXMWXTMIVLXI[[MVOMZ[TW^MQ\<PMKZM_IT_Ia[
WٺMZPMIL[M\[M^MV\PW]OP\PMKIJQV¼[Y]QM\J]\Ja\PM
\QUMaW]¼^M\ISMVWٺIVLTWWSMLW]\WN \PM_QVLW_
aW]¼ZMQV4WVLWV[W\PMZM¼[VW\ZMITTa\QUMNWZI
XZWL]K\Q^MKWV^MZ[I\QWV
¹1\PQVS_M¼TT[MMN]Z\PMZM`XIV[QWVVM`\aMIZ
XMZPIX[_Q\P\PM)?!WZ)?!QN \PI\¼[\WWJQO
IT\PW]OP1LWV¼\[MM\PMÆMM\OZW_QVOQVV]UJMZ1\¼[ITT
IJW]\TWWSQVOIPMILWٺMZQVO[WUM\PQVOVM_IVLVW\
ZM[\QVOWVW]ZTI]ZMT[ºQ
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CABIN INTERIORS

Design in Detail

A

A traditionally
crafted lid covers
cabin controls in
the Legacy 450.
The coloured
insert under
the lid is easily
changed.
Embraer Executive Jets

14

great business aircraft
cabin should be welcoming,
comfortable, entertaining,
relaxing, personal and
universal. Achieving
such greatness is tough,
especially in a tightly regulated industry
where weight is a perennial concern and
customers may have very strong ideas on
their ideal cabin, or none at all
The reality is that executive aircraft are
depreciating assets and operators concerned about
reselling are more likely to err on the side of
caution in the cabin creation process. Those seeking
a more individual look might delve deeper into the
catalogue or request something bespoke, but detail
LM[QOVQ[WN\MV\PMSMa\WI]VQY]MKWVÅO]ZI\QWV
Christi Tannahill, senior vice president Interior
Design and Engineering, Textron Aviation, says
individuality and detail design are more important

International | AUTUMN 2017

than ever for the Citation range: “We’re seeing a
shift, particularly in our large jets, where customers
are requesting customisation in their interiors,
WN\MVI[IVM`\MV[QWVWN \PMQZWٻ
KMaIKP\WZ
homes. In larger cabins, like the Hemisphere’s,
more design elements and details can be achieved
and our designers are acutely aware of the scale
and proper form and function appropriate for the
[XIKM?MKWV\QV]M\WWٺMZ[MTMK\MLXITM\\M[WN 
interior options to ease the design process for some
customers, but manufacturing our own components
ITTW_[][\PMÆM`QJQTQ\a\WUMM\\PMVMML[WN \PW[M
who want to completely customise their interior.”
Embraer’s Vice President of Interior Design, Jay
Beever has taken stewardship over several dramatic
design concepts, not least for the Lineage, where
the SkyRanch One and Kyoto Airship successfully
challenged the boundaries of contemporary design
thinking. They were concepts on a grand, perhaps
outlandish scale, but Beever was never under the

CABIN INTERIORS

illusion that customers would subscribe to
them in their entirety.
For him they’re catalogues of possibility
to be dipped into, mulled over and adopted
as the customer chooses, since at Beever’s
insistence, every feature of every design
PIL\WJMIZMITKMZ\QÅIJTMXW[[QJQTQ\a)VL
while the Lineage made a spectacular
canvas, the attention to detail design
inherent in SkyRanch One carries over into
every Embraer cabin.
Like Textron, Embraer is able to
meet much of its cabin manufacturing
requirement in house, ensuring control
over the product and maintaining attention
to detail no matter how unusual or subtle
a customer decides to be. Unlike Cessna,
however, which has been in the bizjet
business since the 1970s, the Brazilian OEM
is a relative newcomer. Beever doesn’t deny

Sinks and associated cabinetry offer
scope for individual touches, here in
the Citation Longitude.
Textron Aviation

\PI\Q\[MIZTQM[\KIJQVMٺWZ\[_MZMV¼\IT_Ia[
the best, but the issues were recognised and
decades’ worth of craftsmanship and design
knowledge brought in to ensure Embraer’s
cabins compete with the very best.
Aesthetic Inspiration
For Beever, much of a cabin’s
individuality is in the detail. His
overriding belief that technology should
be there to serve rather than becoming
a feature in itself has led Embraer’s
designers to devise creative solutions,
including the upper tech panel that
activates when it detects the motion of
an approaching hand and USB ports
hidden beneath traditionally crafted lids,
making a feature of the container rather
than the tech, while always keeping the
latter close at hand.
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Embraer’s SkyRanch One concept
for the Lineage. Embraer Executive Jets

It’s in those details that individuality
is also easily and usefully expressed.
.IJZQKKIZJWVÅJZMWZ^MVMMZQV[MZ\[QV
lid undersides for example, add unique,
luxurious touches to every cabin but are
easily changed when an aircraft is sold on
or its décor revised.
Alongside the details, however, major
choices in fabrics and materials make
\PMJQOXQK\]ZMLQٺMZMVKM\WIKIJQVIVL
\PW]OPUIV]NIK\]ZMZ[WٺMZI_MIT\PWN 
choice, some customers bring along their
own ideas. “Aesthetic inspiration and
cabin comfort comes from endless sources
including fashion, textiles, architecture
and the automotive world, just to name a
few. The artistic elegance of a timepiece,
or even the texture and colour block of a
handbag might be the spark for the look
and feel of an aircraft interior design,”
Tannahill says.
“Our team of highly skilled designers
works individually with customers to align
with the branding of a company, the tastes
of an owner, or the operational needs of
IÆQOP\LMXIZ\UMV\.ZWUW]Z[PW_ZWWU
we work directly with customers to select
everything from fabrics, leathers, carpets
and wood veneers to granite counter tops,
\WKWUXTM\MMIKP]VQY]MKWVÅO]ZI\QWVº
-UJZIMZ¼[K][\WUMZKMV\ZMWٺMZ[
its Legacy and Lineage customers a
staggering choice of fabrics, veneers,
colours and styles of which, Beever
reckons, only a small percentage have
ever been selected. But the palette is there

16
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nonetheless, presenting real possibilities
to customers who may not see quite what
they want, but might be inspired to help
Embraer create it.
Thanks to Textron Aviation’s recently
acquired Interiors Manufacturing Facility,
+M[[VI¼[IJQTQ\a\WWٺMZK][\WUMZ[\PM
ÆM`QJQTQ\a\WK][\WUQ[M\PMQZKIJQVM\ZaIVL
Å\\QVO[Q[OZMI\MZ\PIVM^MZ)[IVM`IUXTM
<IVVIPQTTVW\M["¹7]ZIQZKZIN\Å`\]ZM[IVL
sinks are routinely custom designed and,
QVZMKMV\aMIZ[Å\\PMKIJQVM\ZaKWV\W]Z[
and refreshing style of the interior.”
<PQ[QVPW][MÆM`QJQTQ\aIT[WNIKQTQ\I\M[
quick response to new design trends,
whether from inside the industry or
without: “Current trends include sideledge
beverage holders and device storage
integrated into one functional and
accessible feature adapted to the modern
needs of the passenger, while table
improvements include ease of operation,
with self-closing mechanisms, while the
table leaf glides gently and quietly back
into the sidewall,” she says.
Tannahill has also noticed changes
in how customers look to achieve cabin
ambience, even as Cessna seeks to
progress the state of the art. “Our design
team is always researching and developing
QVVW^I\Q^MVM_LM[QOV[IVLÅVQ[PM[
and we continue to incorporate new
materials throughout the cabin. Enquiries
NZMY]MV\TaNWK][WVKIJQVM\ZaÅVQ[PM[IVL
fabrics/leathers that are highly durable,
while maintaining luxurious and unique

textures. Composite veneers are also
gaining acceptance in many models,
owing to their consistent results in grain
pattern and stain absorption.”
Lighting the way
As recently as five years ago, LED
lighting was the latest, greatest cabin
technology, and cabin designers were
busy exploiting the possibilities of its
low weight, low energy consumption
and minimal heat output. Today it’s
the industry standard and designers
are turning their attention to cabin
materials that work best under LED
illumination. Conversely, cabin windows
have simultaneously become larger and
natural light more prevalent, fuelling
interesting new possibilities.
Tannahill sheds light on Cessna’s
take: “Natural and ambient lighting
play an important role in cabin design.
7]ZLM[QOVMZ[[MTMK\IVLXTIKMÅVQ[PM[
[\ZI\MOQKITTaNWZWX\QU]UTQOP\QVOMٺMK\[
for working, through to relaxing accents
IVLZMÆMK\QWV[>Q[]ITTaMVTIZOQVO\PM
KIJQV[XIKMNWZLIa\QUMIVLVQOP\ÆQOP\[
also plays a role in the design balance.
For example, the Citation Longitude

CABIN INTERIORS

Fifteen large cabin windows flood
the Citation Longitude’s cabin with
natural light. Textron Aviation

\PZMIL[_W^MV\PZW]OPW]\'¹5W[\ÅVQ[PM[
can be incorporated on any of our jet
products and adapted to proper locations
\WÅ\\PM[XMKQÅKUWLMTº<IVVIPQTT
explains. “The fabric and leather qualities
are just as luxurious and durable, but the
large jets tend to have more
detail touches owing to the
7]ZLM[QOVMZ[[MTMK\IVLXTIKMÅVQ[PM[
additional size and scale.
¹.WZM`IUXTMKIZJWVÅJZM
[\ZI\MOQKITTaNWZWX\QU]UTQOP\QVOMٺMK\[NWZ
cabinetry detailing and veneer
working, through to relaxing accents
are used on the M2, but can be
IVLZMÆMK\QWV
used on the larger jets as well.
Embossed or woven leathers
Cessna’s bizjet range is broad,
and fabrics are used on any product, from
extending from the seven-passenger M2
the super-midsize Citation Longitude
up to the three-zone Hemisphere, due to
\W\PM5<PMLQٺMZMV\QI\WZJMKWUM[
enter service in 2020. Does the variation
apparent in our larger jets, where a thicker
QVKIJQV[XIKMIVLKWVÅO]ZI\QWV\PM[M
XQTMPMQOP\K][\WUKIZXM\WZI[\WVMÆWWZ
IQZKZIN\WٺMZXW[M+M[[VI¼[LM[QOVMZ[I
tile can be used and still meet weight goals
[QOVQÅKIV\KPITTMVOMWZIZM\PMZMKWUUWV for performance.” Q
cabin features 15 extra-large windows
\PI\ÅTT\PMKIJQV_Q\P[SaIVLTQOP\
enhancing the feeling of spaciousness.
But it also provides an exhilarating view
when the passenger simply wants to sit,
relax and think.”

www.commsoft.aero

MRO IT System
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functionality together with a flexible,
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PHENO
Luck & Perseverance
Danni Stoney’s Bizjet Odyssey

P

ilots in executive and business
aviation are a dedicated,
driven bunch of individuals.
Many come into the industry
after military or commercial
careers with thousands of
PW]Z[WN RM\ÆaQVOJMPQVL\PMU_PQTMNWZ
relatively fewM`MK]\Q^MÆaQVO_I[IVWZQOQVIT
KITTQVO<aXQKITTa\PW]OP\PMZM¼[I^QI\QWVQV
the family, often way back in the family, and
ÆaQVOQ[QV\PMJTWWL.
Not so for Luxaviation UK Phenom 300 captain
,IVVQ;\WVMa=VM`XMK\MLTaJQ\\MVJa\PMÆaQVOJ]OQV
PMZ\MMV[[PM¼[NW]VLMLI[XIZSTQVOKIZMMZQVM`MK]\Q^M
I^QI\QWVIVLQ[TW^QVOM^MZaUQV]\M->)KI]OP\]X_Q\P
PMZQVIKIZ[WUM_PMZMJM\_MMV;ITbJ]ZO_PMZM[PM¼L
XIZSML\PMRM\IVL5]VQKP¹1¼LPILVW\PW]OP\[IJW]\
I^QI\QWVI\ITT_PMVUaXIZMV\[[\]KSNWZ_PI\\WOM\
UMJW]OP\UMIÆaQVOTM[[WVNWZUa\PJQZ\PLIa)VL
\PI\_I[Q\1IJ[WT]\MTaTW^MLQ\1KIUMLW_VMaM[_QLM
WXMVIVLKW]TLV¼\\PQVSWN IVa\PQVOJM\\MZ\WLWQV\PM
_WZTL1_I[PWWSML º
<PM[Sa[\Z]KS\MMVIOMZ_I[\PMÅZ[\QVPMZNIUQTa
to consider aviation as a career, “I think my dad had a
ÆaQVOTM[[WVWVKMIVLUIaJMUa]VKTM_MV\[WTWJ]\
\PI\¼[Q\º*a\PMIOMWN ;\WVMaPILPMZ884UISQVO
PMZ\PMaW]VOM[\XQTW\QV1ZMTIVLWVTa\WÅVLPMZ[MTN 
TWWSQVOI\IVQVL][\ZaQVLMKTQVMIKZW[[\PMJWIZL¹;W1
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_MV\\W]VQ^MZ[Q\a\W[\]LaUMKPIVQKITMVOQVMMZQVOº
)\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN -LQVJ]ZOP[PMRWQVML\PMTWKIT
=VQ^MZ[Q\a)QZ;Y]ILZWVWVMWN IVM\_WZSWN ]VQ\[
IKZW[[\PM=3Z]VJa\PM:WaIT)QZ.WZKM\WWٺMZ
aW]VO[\MZ[TWWSQVONWZI[MZQW][_IaQV\WÆaQVO\PM
WXXWZ\]VQ\a\WXZWOZM[[QV\WUQTQ\IZa[MZ^QKMWZ\PM_QLMZ
_WZTLWN I^QI\QWV¹1_I[T]KSaMVW]OP\WKWV\QV]M
UaÆaQVO\PMZM_PQTMOM\\QVOUaLMOZMMº;\WVMa[Ia[
_Q\PW]\UMV\QWVQVO\PMNIK\\PI\IOIQV[PMM`KMTTML
_QVVQVOI:WaIT)QZ.WZKM.TaQVO-`KMTTMVKM)_IZL

1_I[_QTTQVO\W_WZSI\IVa\PQVO\PI\_W]TL
SMMXUMQV\PMQVL][\ZaIVLUISQVOKWV\IK\[

?PMV;\WVMaOZIL]I\MLQV\PMUQTQ\IZa_I[
IT[WQVLMKTQVMIVLUIVaJ]LLQVOI^QI\WZ[M[XMKQITTa
\PW[M_Q\PVM_Ta_WVMVOQVMMZQVOLMOZMM[UQOP\PI^M
[W]OP\IT\MZVI\Q^MKIZMMZ[¹1TWWSMLI\Q\QV\PMTWVO
\MZUº[PMZMKITT[¹/WQVOQV\WKWUUMZKQITI^QI\QWV
_PM\PMZ\PMIQZTQVM[WZJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV[MMUML\PM
JM[\XI\P1_I[_QTTQVO\W_WZSI\IVa\PQVO\PI\_W]TL
SMMXUMQV\PMQVL][\ZaIVLUISQVOKWV\IK\[º
<PZW]OPJTWWLaUQVLMLXMZ[M^MZIVKMIVLIJQO
PMTXQVOWN T]KS[PMNW]VLIXW[Q\QWV_Q\P+)-QV
)XZQT!_WZSQVOI[I*WMQVO[QU]TI\WZ
XIVMTWXMZI\WZI\7`NWZL)^QI\QWV)KILMUa·I
^MZaOZW]VLJI[ML\ISMWNN \WINTaQVOKIZMMZ<PM
7`NWZLRWJXIQLLQ^QLMVL[TI\MZQV!_PMV[PM
TMIZVMLWN IVWXMZI\QWV[IVLNTaQVOXW[Q\QWVIKZW[[
\PMIQZNQMTL_Q\P.TIQZ2M\IVM_IQZKZIN\UIVIOMUMV\
and charter company.
¹1_I[ZMITTaT]KSa\WÅVLW]\IJW]\\PM
WXXWZ\]VQ\a1\QV^WT^MLWXMZI\QWV[_PQKP1¼L[\IZ\ML
LWQVOIVLÆaQVOIVLQ\_I[I\7`NWZL_PMZM1ITZMILa
_I[1\¼[PW_1OW\QV\WJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV_PQKP_I[V¼\
[WUM\PQVO1SVM_U]KPIJW]\IT\PW]OPQ\PILIT_Ia[
QV\ZQO]MLUMº
.TIQZ2M\QV\ZWL]KMLJW\P\PM8PMVWUIVL
QV\W-]ZWXMIV[MZ^QKMJMOQVVQVOWXMZI\QWV[_Q\P\PM
[UITTMZRM\MIZTaQVIVL\PMTIZOMZ[_MX\_QVO
8PMVWUIZW]VLUWV\P[TI\MZ6W\WVTa\PMV
LQL;\WVMaÅVLPMZ[MTN QVIVM_RWJJ]\IT[WWVIVM_
IQZKZIN\IT\PW]OPQ\_I[V¼\ITTÆaQVO
¹?PMV1JMOIV\ZIQVQVOWV\PM8PMVWU1_I[\PM
WVTaWVM_PWPILV¼\KWUMNZWUIVM[\IJTQ[PMLÆaQVO
KIZMMZ)N\MZUMINM_UWZMNWTTW_ML\PM[IUMXI\PJ]\
TWWSQVOJIKS1\PQVS1_I[[WUM\PQVOWN I\ZQITKI[M#1
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LQLV¼\ZMITQ[MI\\PM\QUMJMKI][M1_I[R][\[WM`KQ\ML\W
PI^MIRWJ
¹)TW\WN \PM\QUM1¼LOM\\PMQVQ\QITY]W\M\PMV
Y]W\MNWZ\PMÆQOP\XTIVQ\LMIT_Q\P\PMKI\MZQVOIVL
M^MZa\PQVOMT[M\PMVÆaQ\#1¼^MLMIT\_Q\PM^MZa\PQVO
IXIZ\NZWU\PMIKKW]V\QVO+][\WUMZ[MZ^QKMQ[IUI[[Q^M
XIZ\WN Q\IVLQ\KIVJMM`\ZMUMTaZM_IZLQVO·1ZMITTa
MVRWaJMQVOIJTM\WQV\MZIK\_Q\P\PMXI[[MVOMZ[IVL
provide a bespoke service. I think the experience has
UILMUMIVITTZW]VLJM\\MZJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWVXQTW\º
8ZWOZM[[QVONZWU8PMVWU\WÅZ[\Wٻ
KMZWV\PM
8PMVWU;\WVMaUW^MLRWJ[\W4WVLWV-`MK]\Q^M
)^QI\QWVVW_4]`I^QI\QWV=31V6W^MUJMZ[PM
_I[XZWUW\ML\WKIX\IQVIVLKWV\QV]M[\WJ]QTLM`XMZQMVKM
QV\PMZWTM;W_PI\QUXZM[[QWVPI[\PM8PMVWUUILM'
¹1TW^M\PM8PMVWUIVL1¼TTIT_Ia[PI^MI[WN\[XW\
NWZQ\1\PQVSaW]LWNWZ\PMÅZ[\RM\aW]Æa<PM¼[
fantastic, the 300’s even better. They’re very similar from
IKWKSXQ\XWQV\WN ^QM_J]\\PMPI[TWVOMZZIVOM
IVLOZMI\XMZNWZUIVKM)VLQ\¼[OW\\PMZIUXXZM[MVKM
WN IU]KPTIZOMZIQZKZIN\_Q\P\PMXZWXMZ[\IQZKI[MIVL
[_MX\_QVOIVLQ\¼[ZMITTa[XIKQW][QV[QLM8MZPIX[QV
PQVL[QOP\-UJZIMZUQOP\PI^MKITTMLQ\[WUM\PQVOW\PMZ
\PIV8PMVWU°º
;\WVMaPI[J]QT\PMZKIZMMZWVPIZL_WZSIVL
LMLQKI\QWVMUJZIKQVOWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[I[\PMaIZQ[MZI\PMZ
\PIVI\\MUX\QVO\WNWTTW_IXI\P;PM\PMZMNWZMKIUM\W
J][QVM[[ÆaQVO_Q\PVWXZMKWVKMX\QWV[[W_PI\Q[Q\\PI\
UISM[\PMRWJ_WZ\P_PQTM'
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1TW^M\PM8PMVWUIVL1¼TTIT_Ia[
have a soft spot for it, I think you do for
\PMÅZ[\RM\aW]Æa

SPOKEN FROM THE FRONT

¹?PMVaW][MMITT\PMPIZL_WZSNZWU[ITM[
WXMZI\QWV[OZW]VL[\IٺJZWSMZ[IVLW]Z[MT^M[XIaQVO
W\ٺPMZM¼[ZMIT[I\Q[NIK\QWV?MIT[WÆa\WTW\[WN 
IUIbQVOLM[\QVI\QWV[XTIKM[1_W]TLW\PMZ_Q[MVM^MZ
[MM1¼^M\ISMV\PM8PMVWU]XVMIZ\PM)ZK\QK+QZKTMQV
+IVILI\W+IUMZWWVIVLQV\W\QVaIQZÅMTL[1¼LVM^MZ
M^MVPMIZLWN JMNWZM<PMaITTUISMNWZOZMI\LIa[NWZ
KWUXTM\MTaLQٺMZMV\ZMI[WV[
“I don’t think you understand business aviation until
aW]¼ZMQVQ\1\¼[IKWUXTM\MTaLQٺMZMV\QVL][\Za1¼^M
TMIZVML[WU]KP1¼U[\QTTTMIZVQVOIVL1¼TTKWV\QV]M
\WTMIZVM[XMKQITTa[QVKMXI[[MVOMZ[LM[\QVI\QWV[IVL
ZMO]TI\QWV[KPIVOMITT\PM\QUM
¹1¼UZMITTaMVRWaQVOKWUUIVLWV\PM8PMVWU
J]\QVN]\]ZM1¼LTQSM\WUW^MWV\WITIZOMZIQZKZIN\
\WQVKZMI[MUa_WZTL_QLMM`XMZQMVKM*]\1¼U^MZa
T]KSa\PI\IT\PW]OP\PM8PMVWU¼[ZIVOMQ[IJW]\
UQTM[1¼^MUIVIOML\W\ISMQ\\W)NZQKI+IVILI
IVL\PM5QLLTM-I[\·1¼UJZIVKPQVOQV\W_WZTL_QLM1¼L
R][\TQSM\WOWN]Z\PMZ ºQ

VIENNA, THE PERFECT LOCATION
FOR YOUR HOMEBASE

»
»
»
»
»

24/7 operation
13.000 m² modern hangar space
FBO and MRO available
ofﬁce and storage facilities
exclusive VIP & conferencing area

24h hotline: +43 1 7007 22345
gat@viennaairport.com
www.vah.at
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FUEL… And So Much More

F

uel is a fundamental
requirement,
regardless of aircraft
mission, origin or
destination. Its
provision involves
a complex industry, branching out
to include the obvious – pipelines,
bowsers and brokers – and less so
– loyalty programmes, trip support
and training.
Headquartered at Ann Arbor,
Michigan, Avfuel is among the industry’s
major fuel players as Joel Hirst, Vice
President of Sales, explains: “We’re
involved in fuel supply distribution from
ZMÅVMZa\W_QVO\QX<PQ[UMIV[_M\W]KP
the aviation fuel supply infrastructure from
\PMUWUMV\\PMN]MTTMI^M[\PMZMÅVMZa\W
\PMUWUMV\Q\¼[X]UXMLQV\W\PMIQZKZIN\
“Our supply department has
ZMTI\QWV[PQX[_Q\PUWZM\PIV!ZMÅVMZ[
It arranges for fuel to be delivered from a
ZMÅVMZa\WWVMWN P]VLZML[WN N]MT[]XXTa
terminals via pipeline, truck, barge or rail
KIZ<PMVW]ZTWOQ[\QK[\MIU
arranges for FBOs and airports to receive
fuel from a supply terminal via Avfuel road
^MPQKTMWZKWUUWVKIZZQMZ.ZWU\PMZM
the FBO or airport receives the fuel in its
[\WZIOM[a[\MU.]MTQ[[]J[MY]MV\TaUW^ML
from the storage tank into the refuelling
MY]QXUMV\NZWU_PQKPQ\Q[M^MV\]ITTa
X]UXMLQV\W\PMXTIVM
¹7]Z)^N]MTJZIVLML.*7[[MTT
\PMN]MT_M[]XXTa\PMUJ]\_MIT[W[]XXTa
N]MT\W]VJZIVLML.*7[IVLIQZXWZ\[
Our contract fuel customers can receive
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)^N]MT+WV\ZIK\.]MTI\UWZM\PIV
OTWJITTWKI\QWV[_PMZM_MPI^M[XMKQIT
IZZIVOMUMV\[QVXTIKM\W[MZ^QKM\PMUº
<PMKWUXIVaN]MT[J][QVM[[IVL
executive operations, large and small,
\PZW]OPI^IZQM\aWN WX\QWV[2WVI\PIV
Boyle, Vice President of Contract Fuel,
notes: “Our commercial fuel operations
serve larger customers, including corporate
IQZKZIN\ÆMM\[<PMaJMVMÅ\NZWUZM\IQT
contract, bulk, domestic and international
fuel supply, credit services, fuel quality
assurance support, trip planning through
Avplan, payment transaction processing,
IVLN]MTUIVIOMUMV\XZWOZIUUM[
¹*]\UIVaKWZXWZI\MÆQOP\LMXIZ\UMV\[
large and small, take advantage of our
)^N]MT+WV\ZIK\.]MTXZWOZIUUM<PMa][M
the Avfuel Pro Card to receive competitive
XZQKQVOWVN]MTI\UWZM\PIVTWKI\QWV[
IVL\PMaJMVMÅ\NZWUQVLQ^QL]ITQ[ML
I\\MV\QWVNZWU)^N]MT+WV\ZIK\.]MT[\IٺNWZ
IJM\\MZN]MTXZQKM<PMKIZLMVIJTM[ÆQOP\
departments to streamline transactions,
charging everything aviation related – fuel
and ancillary services – to one account
NWZWVMQV^WQKM<PMZMIZMVWIVV]ITWZ
transaction fees and online systems simplify
IKKW]V\UIVIOMUMV\
¹.*7[JMVMÅ\NZWU\PM)^N]MT+WV\ZIK\
.]MTXZWOZIUUM_Q\PbMZWXZWKM[[QVONMM[
WVN]MTX]ZKPI[M[IVLIKKM[[\WIVM\_WZS
WN \PW][IVL[WN ÆQOP\LMXIZ\UMV\[WV\PM
XZWOZIUUM7]Z+WV\ZIK\.]MT[\I_ٺWZS
M`\MV[Q^MTa_Q\PJZIVLML.*7[\WI\\ZIK\
XZW[XMK\Q^MÆQOP\LMXIZ\UMV\[KWVVMK\QVO
_Q\PWXMZI\WZ[WV\PMQZJMPITNº
<PM)><:18TWaIT\aIVLZM_IZL[

programme is another popular Avfuel
WٺMZQVO8QTW\[[QOV]XNWZNZMMIVLZMKMQ^M
points every time they fuel at one of more
\PIVXIZ\QKQXI\QVO.*7[*WaTM[Ia[
\PM[KPMUMQVKT]LM["¹°VM_\QMZML[QT^MZ
gold and platinum membership, further
ZM_IZLQVOXQTW\[NWZ\PMQZTWaIT\a_Q\PUWZM
T]KZI\Q^MJMVMÅ\[JI[MLWV\PMV]UJMZWN 
FBOs they visit or the amount of fuel they
X]ZKPI[M8QTW\[[QUXTaTM\K][\WUMZ[MZ^QKM
ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M[C+;:[EI\XIZ\QKQXI\QVO
TWKI\QWV[SVW_\PMa¼ZMIV)><:18
member to receive points; if they don’t
PI^M\PMQZKIZL\PM+;:KIVÅVL\PMQZ
IKKW]V\WV\PM)^N]MT.*7,I[PJWIZLº
Business Lines
Boyle mentions Avplan, an apparently
VWVN]MT[MZ^QKMWNNMZMLJaIN]MT
[]XXTQMZ1\[MMU[[WUM\PQVOWN I
digression from the core business, but
also points to a crucial Avfuel’s identifier
– the company sees itself as an aviation
NIKQTQ\I\WZ_IaJMaWVLNQTTQVO\IVS[¹1\¼[
a classic case of customer challenges
KZMI\QVOJ][QVM[[WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[º
Marci Ammerman, Vice President of
5IZSM\QVO[Ia[¹<PZW]OPUWZM\PIV
aMIZ[WN J][QVM[[_M¼^M[XMV\IOZMI\
LMITWN \QUM_Q\PW]ZMIZ\W\PMOZW]VL
listening to the needs of FBOs and flight
LMXIZ\UMV\[\PMVILLQVO\WIVLNQVM
\]VQVOW]Z[MZ^QKM[º
“Some of our business lines, including
Avplan international trip support and
Avsurance aviation insurance, came about
\PZW]OP[UIZ\\QUMTaIKY]Q[Q\QWV7\PMZ[
including Avfuel Contract Fuel and
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)><:18IZMPWUMOZW_VTQVM[LM^MTWXML
QVZM[XWV[M\WXQTW\IVL.*7NMMLJIKS
“More listening led to further
LQ[KW^MZQM[TMILQVO\WIVM^MZQVKZMI[QVO
V]UJMZWN [WT]\QWV[?MJMKIUMI
JZIVLQVOXIZ\VMZWٺMZQVOK][\WUMZ[IN]TT
[]Q\MWN I^QI\QWV[MZ^QKM[º
It’s a sentiment echoed by President
IVL+-7+ZIQO:;QVKWKS¹0Q[\WZQKITTa
companies that provided fuel and branding
at airports also supplied automotive fuel at
corner gas stations, and pilots purchased
N]MTLQZMK\TaNZWU.*7[I\IXW[\MLXZQKM
<PM[MZ^QKM[VMKM[[IZa\W[]XXWZ\.*7[
and the underlying infrastructure of
delivering fuel and services to the aircraft
are people and capital intensive, requiring
KWV[\IV\I\\MV\QWV
¹<PQ[[]J[\IV\QITZM[W]ZKMQV^M[\UMV\
caused many fuel suppliers to examine
their return on investment, and to refocus
WVZMÅVQVOIVLM`XTWZI\QWVTMI^QVO\PM
PMI^aTQN\QVOWN »LW_V[\ZMIU¼IK\Q^Q\QM[
to companies specialising in aviation fuel
LQ[\ZQJ]\QWV_Q\P\PMÆM`QJQTQ\a\WXZWIK\Q^MTa
XZW^QLM[WT]\QWV[·TQSM)^N]MT6M`\
advanced aircraft and technology created a
KI[MNWZÆQOP\LMXIZ\UMV\[\WZMY]M[\UIVa
more automated processes, including digital
XZQKMIVLQV^WQKMÅTM[KZMLQ\[MZ^QKM[IVL[W
WVLI]V\QVO\I[S[NWZJ][a.*7[º
Added Value
)UUMZUIVM`XTIQV[PW_)^N]MT¼[
I^QI\QWVM`XMZ\Q[MZ]V[LMMX¹)^N]MTQ[
an OEM for its refuelling trucks and
PIVLTM[ITTXQMKM[WN MY]QXUMV\
W]\WN Q\¼[[YN\[PWXNWZQV[\IVKM
_PQTM\PM)><:18TWaIT\aXZWOZIUUM
Q[UIVIOMLQVPW][MIN]TT\MIUWN 
professional marketers plans and
executes personalised marketing tactics
NWZ)^N]MT6M\_WZSTWKI\QWV[IVL_M
LM^MTWXML\PMWVTQVM)^N]MT<ZIQVQVO
;a[\MU)<;NWZW]ZVM\_WZS
¹*MKI][M\PM[MWXMZI\QWV[IZMQVPW][M
XMWXTMNZWULQٺMZMV\LMXIZ\UMV\[IZM
IJTM\WKWUU]VQKI\MJa_ITSQVOLW_V\PM
hall, or bumping into one another in the
kitchen, not just on the phone – it provides
I[\ZMIUTQVMLM`XMZQMVKMNWZW]ZK][\WUMZ[

SAFETY AND ASSURANCE
Safety is always a primary concern
where fuel is concerned, while operators
need reassurance that the fuel ﬁlling
their aircraft tanks is to standard. Avfuel
Marketing Manager, Buffey Muth says:
“In response to an industry-wide push
for standardised safety practices, Avfuel
developed its online Avfuel Training
System.” It’s typical of the company that
ATS emerged as far more than a fuel
safety programme, designed to deliver
exceptional service at manageable cost.
“Understanding that some FBOs
simply couldn’t afford the steep cost of
training programmes priced per seat
– especially with regular employee
turnover and recurrent training
needs –Avfuel developed its learning
management system as a costeffective solution for its network. Each
FBO, large or small, needs only one
subscription to cover every employee
in its operation.
“The ATS is designed to complement

FBOs’ hands-on training initiatives. With
video tutorials, proficiency tests and
supplemental training guides, it offers
a learn-at-your-own-pace format ideal
for both new employees and recurrent
training.”
The ATS includes the Avfuel
Rampside Training (ART), Avfuel
Customer Service Training (ACST) and
Avfuel Front Counter Training (AFCT)
programmes.
Muth continues: “Avfuel also offers
its branded FBOs free, in-person
FAA-Approved Part 139 Fire Safety
and Fuel Quality Assurance Training
for Supervisors, while its in-house
quality assurance team is available
24/7/365 to help branded FBOs with
fuel quality assurance questions and
enquiries. These offerings help assure
both our FBOs and the corporate ﬂight
departments that visit them that the fuel
and services they receive are safe and
dependable.” O

?MKWTTIJWZI\M_M[PIZMM`XMZQMVKM[
IVL_MILIX\.WZQV[\IVKMW]Z[ITM[IVL
UIZSM\QVO\MIU[_WZSPIVLQVPIVL\W
heighten visibility and attract business to
W]Z.*7[¼ZIUX[7]Z[]XXTaIVLTWOQ[\QK[
\MIU[_WZS\QZMTM[[Ta\WXZW^QLMZMTQIJTM
fuel supply, even during special events and
_MI\PMZMUMZOMVKQM[·[Q\]I\QWV[\PMa
PIVLTMWVILIQTaJI[Q[º
)VL_MI\PMZMUMZOMVKQM[[MTLWUKWUM
greater than those posed by Hurricanes
1ZUIIVL5IZQI)[\PMaZI^IOML\PM
Caribbean and moved up into Florida,
)^N]MTTI]VKPMLQ\[_MTTXZIK\Q[ML[\WZU
ZM[XWV[MXZWKML]ZM[¹1V\PMKI[MWN UIRWZ
[\WZU[)^N]MT¼[[]XXTaLQ^Q[QWV_WZS[
_Q\PTWOQ[\QK[\WÅVLI^IQTIJTMN]MTJMNWZM
L]ZQVOIVLIN\MZ\PM[\WZU_WZSQVOIZW]VL
ZMÅVMZaWZ\MZUQVITKTW[]ZM[4WOQ[\QK[
KWUU]VQKI\M[NZMY]MV\Ta_Q\PK][\WUMZ[QV
and surrounding the storm’s path, helping
XZW^QLMXZWIK\Q^MIVLZMIK\Q^M[]XXTa
“Proactive supply helps ensure FBOs
receive fuel to evacuate passengers and

planes, keep tanks heavy for stability during
storms and sustain operations for medevac
IVLPMTQKWX\MZ[ZMTQMN MٺWZ\[IVL\PMQZ
\MVIV\[¼ZM\]ZV<PQ[UMIV[ZMXW[Q\QWVQVO
tanker trucks across the country to haul fuel
_PMZMQ\Q[UW[\VMMLML
¹<WJM\\MZSVW__PQKPK][\WUMZ[\W
KWV\IK\TWOQ[\QK[_WZS[_Q\P)^XTIV<ZQX
Support’s meteorologists to stay abreast
WN \PM[\WZU¼[XI\PIVLLQ[KMZV_PQKP
K][\WUMZ[UIaVMML[]XXWZ\_Q\PI[PQN\
QV\ZIRMK\WZa<PQ[Q[IVIZW]VL\PM
KTWKSMٺWZ\_Q\PILLQ\QWVIT[\IٺWVPIVL
NWZQVKZMI[ML[]XXWZ\<PM[MLQ^Q[QWV[
KWUU]VQKI\M_Q\P)^N]MT¼[UIZSM\QVO
department to communicate special
N]MTKWV[QLMZI\QWV[\W\PMVM\_WZSQV\PM
IN\MZUI\PWN \PM[\WZU
“In addition, Avfuel’s quality assurance
team is available to help assess damage to
fuelling equipment or fuel integrity after
the storm, so safe operations can resume;
this may require our refuelling division to
IZZIVOMNWZTWIVMZMY]QXUMV\I[VMKM[[IZa
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Working closely together, each division
IVLJ][QVM[[TQVMKIVUWZMMٻ
KQMV\TaSMMX
customers fuelled up so they can remain
focused on the truly important job at
PIVL"[][\IQVQVOZMTQMN MٺWZ\[IVLSMMXQVO
MUXTWaMM[XI[[MVOMZ[IVLXTIVM[[INMº
Back and Forth
4WWSQVOJIKSW^MZUWZM\PIVaMIZ[
in the business, Sincock says: “Fuelling
\PMJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV_WZTLPI[
KPIVOMLQUUMV[MTa?PMV_M[\IZ\ML
\PMZM_MZMV¼\KWV\ZIK\N]MTWZTWaIT\a
XZWOZIUUM[<PM[MKIUMIJW]\NZWU
changes in the market landscape, and
needs creating opportunities for FBOs
IVLN]MT[]XXTQMZ[)><:18_I[\PM
first pilot loyalty programme in the
QVL][\ZaIVLVW_\PMZM¼[I_PWTM[TM_WN 
\PMU-IKPWN \PM[MJ][QVM[[[MOUMV\[
serves their purpose, but ultimately the
UIZSM\XTIKMLMKQLM[_PI\¼[WN ^IT]M
7^MZ\QUMQ\¼[_MMLMLW]\\PW[MJ][QVM[[
models that couldn’t survive, effectively
[PIXQVO\PMK]ZZMV\TIVL[KIXMº
)VL_PI\WN \PMN]\]ZM_Q\PVM_N]MT[
and perhaps alternative energy sources on
\PMPWZQbWV'0QZ[\ZMKSWV["¹<PMJM[\\PQVO
)^N]MTKIVLWQ[KWV\QV]M\WTQ[\MVIVLILIX\
<PMQVL][\Za_QTT]VLW]J\MLTaKPIVOM
I[VM_ZMO]TI\QWV[IVL\MKPVWTWOQM[IZM
QV\ZWL]KML?MLWV¼\SVW__PI\Q\_QTTTWWS
TQSMQVaMIZ[J]\_MLWSVW_\PI\)^N]MT
_QTTKWV\QV]M\WJM_PI\M^MZQ\[K][\WUMZ[
VMML<PI\¼[_Pa_Q\PIKWUUQ\UMV\\W
QVL][\ZaLM^MTWXUMV\_MKZMI\ML)^N]MT
<MKPVWTWOa1VQ\QI\Q^M[+WZXWZI\QWV
¹1\_I[NW]VLMLQV2IV]IZa
_Q\PIUQ[[QWV\WN]Z\PMZQVL][\Za
advancements, including bio and
ZMVM_IJTMN]MT[WV[M^MZITNZWV\[IVL
KZMI\MVWTMILI^OI[ZMXTIKMUMV\[
LWUM[\QKITTaIVLQV\MZVI\QWVITTa1V
addition to the development of these
XZWL]K\[)^N]MT<MKPVWTWOa1VQ\QI\Q^M[
Corporation thinks through the logistics
of market introduction to help ensure
IVM_XZWL]K\Q[[][\IQVIJTMZMTQIJTM
competitively priced, and fairly accessible
QVWZLMZ\WO]IZIV\MM[]KKM[[_Q\PUIZSM\
QV\ZWL]K\QWVºQ
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FLIGHTWORX FUEL SERVICES
AVFUEL’S business scope is huge, but
the market is broader still. London
Stansted-based Flightworx includes
a Fuel Services division supplying
customers globally. Its business is very
different to Avfuel’s, yet it provides a
service on which its clients are no
less dependent. Fuel Manager James
Kossick (above) explains: “We’re an
independent, unbiased aviation fuel
reseller. We shop for fuel, for any client,
anywhere in the world. We work hard to
offer our customers the lowest prices we
can, examining options at every location
to see if there are different supply lines
available. Even where there’s only one,
several resellers might be operating and
we aim to bypass the reseller for our
client and go direct to the supplier.”
Common sense suggests that where
an FBO sits on a major commercial
airport, millions of gallons of fuel
are being delivered to and uploaded
from the facility and economies of
scale ought to make fuelling a Learjet
cost-effectively a simple procedure.
Apparently not… “Customers often stick
to a supplier, especially if they’ve been
with them for a long time, or use the
local supplier just for convenience. But
the market is competitive and there are
other options. Many clients come to us
not to take fuel, but to seek quotes and
alternatives for a particular location.”
And Flightworx’s advice isn’t
only good for securing cheap fuel.
Sometimes it identifies the best source
at an airfield, which may not be the
cheapest. “Fuel can be booked from a
direct supplier, for example, but because
its primary business is commercial,
business aviation has to wait until the
airliners are fuelled. However, the FBO
might have its own fuel truck, which
may be available at additional cost.
If the passenger simply can’t wait, we
can switch their fuel supply to the FBO,
provide a new quote and have them
refuelled and away to meet their slot.”

Flightworx is also there to ensure
customers are fairly billed and remedy
issues, preferably before they reach the
client.“Our quotes highlight the elements
of a fuel price, including base price, fees,
taxes and their validity. We also note any
one-off fees, since every location has its
own fees.
“We go through everything on the
invoice and if we ﬁnd a discrepancy
between what we think we should be
charged and what we have been charged,
we’ll dispute it before it reaches the client.
We pride ourselves on our accurate,
transparent billing, but on the rare
occasion something slips through, if the
client comes back to us with a query within
a standard seven days, I immediately to the
supplier and ﬁnd the solution.”
On the occasions when a client orders
fuel in advance, Flightworx quotes at the
best price available at the time of the
order, then monitors prices at the uplift
location and re-quotes nearer the time to
reﬂect the best price on the day.
Its ability to react to changing rates
is therefore fluid, but fuel quality is an
area over which it has no control. Like
all resellers, Flightworx must rely on
local regulations and good practice to
ensure fuel quality, but if a customer
calls in with a complaint, Kossick’s team
is there to help.
“We had an incident where we
had two drums of fuel delivered into
a remote location fin Africa. The pilot
called to say one drum was damaged
and the fuel contaminated. I went back
to the supplier and refused payment for
the battered drum.”
Interestingly, fuel is but one aspect of
Flightworx’s offering. It also offers a variety
of trip support services and Kossick reckons
this broad portfolio enables best pricing
for its customers across their trip, taking
into account fuel costs, hotel rates and
other factors. So if fuel isn’t available at an
attractive rate at a location, there are often
savings to be had on other services. O

Be
 

Whether driving, flying or sailing, we develop
an affinity with our carefully chosen means of
travel. They don’t just get us from A to B, they
also move us emotionally.
Designers of these highly desirable modes of
transport specify only the very best
components throughout the construction
process and they don’t compromise when it
comes to the coating which will give their
creation the aesthetic appeal that it deserves.
They want a coating that is available in any
color, including custom finishes, that has the
durability to withstand the rigours of any
environment, anywhere in the world; they want
a coating that can be applied to any material,
produced by a manufacturer operating at the
forefront of coatings technology; and they
want a product that can be bought with the
complete confidence that only an unmatched
global track record can bestow.
These coatings are all available from one
source: AkzoNobel Specialty Coatings.


 

APPS & SOFTWARE

FOS PACKAGES
The three ARINCDirectSM FOS options
include comprehensive functionality
and connectivity, beginning with the
Essential package. Designed for small
fleet operators, it provides reduced access
to the operations and crew schedule, postflight and technical support modules.
The operations and crew schedule views
include:
t"JSDSBGU%BUB GFBUVSJOHBJSDSBGUUZQFT 
aircraft rates and costs, and aircraft
logbook
t$IBSUFSRVPUFT GFBUVSJOHTUBOEBSERVPUF
reports and additional costs
t$SFXEBUB GFBUVSJOHDSFXBJSDSBGU
RVBMJGJDBUJPOBOEDSFXMPHCPPL
t1BTTFOHFSEBUBCBTF
t*NQPSUVUJMJUZ GFBUVSJOHGVFMQSJDFT OP
fly/selectee list and custom imports
t"JSDSBGUBOEDSFXTDIFEVMJOH GFBUVSJOH
worldwide airports, FBO, transportation,
catering and hotel vendor database,
worldwide names and places database,
flight and duty time limitation alerts,
aircraft performance data and
limitations warnings, time and distance
calculator, vendor database and
standard trip and aircraft reports.
The post-flight functionality includes
flight logs and expenses, and standard
manually-run reports.
5IF1SPGFTTJPOBMQBDLBHFPGGFST
unlimited access to all the functionality
listed above, plus comprehensive
BEEJUJPOBMDBQBCJMJUZ JODMVEJOHRVPUJOH
invoicing and reporting. Enterprise adds
even more functionality and, crucially for
the large flight departments at which it
is aimed, licences for as many as 250
mobile devices. O
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Flight Operations

SYSTEM

C

onnectivity,
mobile devices
and remote
hosting have
revolutionised
ÆQOP\
operations, with easy, global
accessibility, near real-time
updating where connection
allows and interfacing with
a broad variety of MRO and
other software systems.
:WKS_MTT+WTTQV[¼WٺMZ[
the ARINCDirectSM Flight
Operations System (FOS), a
comprehensive suite capable of
simplifying complex planning
operations and providing users
with a variety of access options.

The system is available through
Essential, Professional and Enterprise
subscription, optimised for companies
of increasing size. James Harvey,
Senior Manager of Technical Support,
ARINCDirect Flight Operations System,
explains: “Each can be hosted by the
customer or include application hosting
in Rockwell Collins’ secure data centre.
<PMÅZ[\aMIZWN .7;[]J[KZQX\QWV
includes implementation and consulting
by application and industry experts.
-IKPXIKSIOMIT[WWٺMZ[IV]UJMZWN 
days of on-site training at the customer
facility, or on one of our dedicated
courses. The subscription packages
WٺMZLQٺMZMV\WX\QWV[\WQVKT]LMUWJQTM
licenses as part of the subscription or
ad-hoc for smaller operations.”

APPS & SOFTWARE

0W_LWÆQOP\WXMZI\QWV[XMZ[WVVMT\aXQKITTa
IKKM[[.7;IVLQ[Q\I^IQTIJTM\PZW]OPUWJQTM
LM^QKM['1[Q\]XLI\IJTMQVZMIT\QUMIVLPW_
IZM\PMZQOP\[\WQVX]\KPIVOMLI\IUIVIOML'
1[\PMXZWL]K\KTW]LJI[ML'
FOS is a native application that resides on a server
either in the customer’s facility, with a third party hosting
provider, or in Rockwell Collins’ secure data centre. When
PW[\MLÆQOP\WXMZI\QWV[XMZ[WVVMTKIVIKKM[[Q\\PZW]OP
any internet connection. In partnership with Stellar Labs
Inc, we’re in the process of developing a web-based, next
generation scheduling software in the cloud. Our new
approach with Stellar Labs makes this possible by creating
a cloud-based global system that supports fast, robust and
highly secure collaboration at every level.
Today, business aviation data is stored in thousands
of traditional, disparate systems. The new platform
will eliminate that issue by leveraging Stellar’s cloud
infrastructure and replicated data centres, and the
industry benchmark features of FOS.
Rockwell Collins’ FOS mobile is a native iOS
application for both iPad and iPhone. It allows
XMZ[WVVMT\W^QM_ÆQOP\LM\IQT[IVLWZ[]JUQ\QUXWZ\IV\
information to the core application. When an internet
KWVVMK\QWVQ[VW\I^IQTIJTM\PMWټQVMUWLMY]M]M[
messages to update when connectivity is restored.

,WM[.7;QV\MZNIKM_Q\P5:7UIVIOMUMV\
[WN\_IZM',WM[Q\NMMLTWOOMLQ[[]M[JIKSQV\W
\PMUIQV\MVIVKM[KPML]TM'
FOS has an interface with most of the major MRO
providers. This allows users to view, track and submit
maintenance items from both core FOS and the
mobile application.

.7;IXXMIZ[\WXZW^QLMIKWUXTM\M\ZQX
[]XXWZ\NIKQTQ\aNWZKZM_IVLIQZKZIN\
QVKT]LQVOKZM_[KPML]TQVOLI\IPW\MT[
\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWVIVLUWZM1[\PQ[
KWUXZMPMV[Q^MLI\IUIVIOMUMV\NIKQTQ\aIT[W
I^IQTIJTMNWZXI[[MVOMZQVNWZUI\QWV'
FOS can track a whole host of passenger
information, including schedule, hotel, transportation,
costs and more.

<M`\_MI\PMZZMXWZ\[67<)5;IVL[MK]ZQ\a
_IZVQVO[IZMIT[WI^IQTIJTM\PZW]OP.7;.ZWU
_PMZMQ[\PMLI\I[W]ZKMLIVLQ[Q\I^IQTIJTM
M^MZa_PMZM'
Weather and NOTAMS are available through
\PM):16+,QZMK\ÆQOP\XTIVVQVO[WN\_IZM_PQKPQ[
provided and analysed from a variety of sources. It is
a global database and can be provided for locations all
over the world.

+IV\PM[a[\MUJMQV\MZNIKML_Q\P[a[\MU[
NZWUW\PMZ^MVLWZ[·\PM?;1XZWL]K\[
NZWU<PM?MI\PMZ+WUXIVa7);-;NZWU
+WUU[WN\NWZM`IUXTMWZIV-:8[a[\MU'
FOS currently has native interfaces with more than
\PQZLXIZ\aXZW^QLMZ[\WQVKT]LMUIQV\MVIVKMÆQOP\
training, charter marketplace, fatigue risk management,
safety management systems, fuel and more. Our
highest level of integration is with our ARINCDirect
subscription services, providing document management,
\ZQX[]XXWZ\[MZ^QKM[IVLÆQOP\XTIVVQVO.7;WٺMZ[
\PMÆM`QJQTQ\a\WM`XWZ\LI\IQVIV]UJMZWN NWZUI\[
compatible with internal customer or third party
external systems. Q
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Skylink

Serving Cyprus

S

kylink Services operates the
only Cypriot FBO, at Larnaca,
with a 1,600m2 Executive
Terminal accommodating up
to 80 passengers, alongside a
400m2 Heads of State Lounge,
run on behalf of the Republic of Cyprus. The
company’s reach extends across the island
\W8IXPW[J]\PMZMQ\WٺMZ[WVTaM`MK]\Q^M
aircraft handling, with no lounge facilities.
Established in 1998, the Larnaca facility has
become a leader in the region, begging the question
as to why Skylink Services has yet to open a Paphos
FBO. Managing Director George Mavros explains:
“The original decision to operate an FBO in Larnaca
and not to expand our presence at Paphos was driven
Ja\PMV]UJMZWN ÆQOP\[.WZM`MK]\Q^MIQZKZIN\8IXPW[
has always been an alternative airport. There are no
UQVQ[\ZQM[WZOW^MZVUMV\ITWٻ
KM[VMIZJa[WQ\UIQVTa
serves passengers holidaying in Paphos. But we’re
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now in negotiations with the government and airport
authorities to establish a smaller unit there.”
With business increasing steadily year on year, the
Executive Terminal was opened in 2009. Skylink’s
KWVÅLMVKMI[\ZIٻ
KOZM__I[JWT[\MZML\PZW]OP
Wٻ
KQITI[[Q[\IVKMI[¹°\PMOW^MZVUMV\X]\Q\[\Z][\
in our services and authorised the terminal as an
entry and exit point to the Republic of Cyprus.”
Meanwhile, the Larnaca operation supports aircraft
from 426 executive, private and military operators
worldwide. It makes for a varied customer base:
¹;WUMPI^MÆMM\[M`KMMLQVOIQZKZIN\_PQTM\PM
private operators may have only one or two. We’re
IT[WTQ[\MLJa! WN ÆQOP\XTIVVQVOKWUXIVQM[_Q\P
customer databases reaching thousands of commercial
and non-commercial customers.”
Skylink Services is proud of its ability to handle
everything from the smallest executive jet up
\WI*WMQVOWZ)QZJ][) >>18IQZKZIN\
although Mavros reckons size is largely unimportant:

FIXED BASE OPERATIONS

“The ground handling infrastructure
for a Learjet or a 747 doesn’t change
dramatically since the procedures are
[QUQTIZ\PMWVTa\PQVO\PI\¼[LQٺMZMV\Q[\PM
MY]QXUMV\7]Z[\IٺIZM\ZIQVML\WLMIT
with all aircraft types and cater for the
needs of every customer.”
The Heads Of State Lounge is
something Mavros is clearly very proud
of and the company notes on its website
how previous visitors have included His
0WTQVM[[8WXM*MVMLQK\@>1QV
while the lounge was used extensively
during when the Republic of Cyprus
held the rotating EU Presidency in
2012. “It offers three separate rooms,
the Presidential Lounge, a space for the
presidential delegation and a security
lounge for the presidential security

detail, including full interior and
M`\MZQWZ++<>IKKM[[<PM0MIL[WN 
State Lounge also has a podium and live
TQVSNWZ<>\ZIV[UQ[[QWV[º
It might be easy for this important
component of the Skylink package to
take precedence, but Mavros insists:
¹;SaTQVSWٺMZ[ITTQ\[K][\WUMZ[\PM
heads-of-state treatment. We start with
the red carpet at the steps of the aircraft
IVLWٺMZIÆMM\WN M`MK]\Q^M^MPQKTM[
including the Mercedes S-Class, BMW 7
;MZQM[IVL5MZKMLM[>QIVWQVM`MK]\Q^M
KWVÅO]ZI\QWV\W\ZIV[XWZ\\PMU\W\PM
Executive Terminal.”
Skylink is looking with considerable
optimism towards the future, a bold outlook
OQ^MV\PMQV[\IJQTQ\aIVLKWVÆQK\QV\PM
Middle East and North Africa. Cyprus

has also seen its fair share of refugees
chancing the perilous voyage across the
Mediterranean, while coalition forces use
the military base at Akrotiri intensively
for ongoing combat operations. All things
considered then, aren’t these tricky times
for a Cypriot FBO? Not according to
Mavros: “We’ve had no disruption to our
operations owing to tensions in the region.
1N IVa\PQVO_M¼^MPILIVQVKZMI[MWN \ZIٻ
K
from aircraft repositioning here from
neighbouring countries for security reasons.
¹7]Z[\IٺIVLUIVIOMUMV\XZQLM
\PMU[MT^M[QVXZW^QLQVO\PMUW[\Mٻ
KQMV\
service, guaranteeing discretion and
treating information gathered from our
operators, passengers and head’s of state
_Q\PKWVÅLMV\QITQ\a1JMTQM^M\PI\¼[\PM
main reason our customers prefer us.” Q
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MUSTARD STAINS

“A

n airplane might be
sitting on the tarmac
in 50°C heat, then
UQV]\M[TI\MZQ\¼[ÆaQVO
at altitude and the air
temperature’s -50°C.
Above:
It’s expanding and contracting, but the paint doesn’t
AkzoNobel’s
break. Then it sees UV exposure, closer to the sun than
range includes the XZM\\aU]KPIVa\PQVOMT[MM^MZOM\[IVLZM[Q[\[LIUIOM
unique Sun King
And on top of all that, it looks great!” So enthuses Julie
Diamond Coating,
Voisin, Global Marketing Manager at Sherwin-Williams
here on a Global
Aerospace Coatings.
Express.
She makes an interesting point, since unless it draws
Jean Boulle Luxury
attention through special design, bright colours or
Background: The
]V][]ITMٺMK\[IVIQZKZIN\¼[M`\MZVITÅVQ[PQ[\aXQKITTa
ultra-matt Suede
[WUM\PQVO\ISMVNWZOZIV\ML-`MK]\Q^MIVL>18
Coating from
I^QI\QWVTQ^MZQM[PI^M\ZILQ\QWVITTaJMMVKWV[MZ^I\Q^M
Mankiewicz.
PQ[\WZQKITTaXMZPIX[\W\PMXWQV\WN JTIVLVM[[·I_PQ\M
Mankiewicz
IMZWXTIVM_Q\PIUWLM[\JZW_VKPMI\TQVMQ[]VTQSMTa\W
set pulses racing.
AM\NWZUIVa\ZI^MTTMZ[IVWVaUQ\aQ[IUWVO\PM
SMaI\\ZIK\QWV[WN M`MK]\Q^MI^QI\QWVIVL\PMZMIZMZMIT
JMVMÅ\[\WXIZSQVOI_PQ\MRM\WVIZIUXTWILML_Q\P
_PQ\MRM\[<PMZMQ[IT[W\PMKI[MNWZSMMXQVOaW]ZKWTW]Z
[KPMUMKWV[MZ^I\Q^M[WI[VW\\WKZMI\MIZMXIQV\QVO
PMILIKPMNWZIN]\]ZMJ]aMZM[XMKQITTaQN ZM[ITM^IT]MQV
\PMZMTI\Q^MVMIZ\MZUQ[QUXWZ\IV\
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Nonetheless, there is a trend towards more
IUJQ\QW][KWZXWZI\MIVLXMZ[WVITIQZKZIN\ÅVQ[PM[
XZWUW\QVOIJZIVLQLMV\QNaQVOIKWUXIVaWZ[QUXTa
M`XZM[[QVOQVLQ^QL]ITKZMI\Q^Q\a+][\WUMZ[IZMTWWSQVO
for bespoke colours and dramatic design, and the paint
manufacturers are responding with a startling palette of
P]MIVLMٺMK\
>WQ[QVZMXWZ\["¹<PMZMQ[IOZW]XQV\PMJ][QVM[[RM\[
[MK\WZTWWSQVONWZI_Ia\WM`XZM[[\PMQZJZIVL?M¼^M
PILKMTMJZQ\QM[_IV\QVO\W[Ia»0Ma\PQ[Q[UM\PQ[Q[Ua
JZIVL ¼IVLIKW]XTMWN 6);+):LZQ^MZ[IT[WM`XZM[[QVO
\PMQZJZIVL.WZW\PMZ[Q\¼[R][\XMZ[WVITKPWQKMº
.W]VLMLQV0IUJ]ZO/MZUIVaJ]\WXMZI\QVO
OTWJITTa5IVSQM_QKbPI[IVI^QI\QWVLQ^Q[QWVXZWL]KQVO
specialist exterior, structural parts and interior paint
products. The airlines are among its largest customers,
IVL\PMQZLM[QZM\WLQٺMZMV\QI\MJM\_MMVJZIVL[
PI[LZQ^MVKWTW]ZIVLMٺMK\[LM^MTWXUMV\-\QPIL
)QZ_Ia[][M[I»N]TTJWLaUQKI¼NWZM`IUXTM_PQKPQ[
MY]ITTaIXXTQKIJTMQV\PM>18J][QVM[[J]\PW_LWM[
IKWUXIVaKIXIJTMWN XZWL]KQVOXIQV\QV[]ٻ
KQMV\
Y]IV\Q\aNWZIV)QZJ][) ÆMM\IT[WXZWL]KMIKW[\
MٺMK\Q^MJM[XWSM[WT]\QWVNWZIJ][QVM[[RM\'
;\MNIV2IKWJ;ITM[,QZMK\WZ)^QI\QWVQV/MZUIVa
M`XTIQV["¹?MUIV]NIK\]ZMI\W]ZIٻ
TQI\MLKWUXIVQM[
worldwide and we’re able to match colour shades at
UIVaTWKI\QWV[UISQVO[IUXTM[I^IQTIJTMXZWUX\Ta?M
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PI^MILMXIZ\UMV\LMLQKI\MLM[XMKQITTa\W\PQ[\I[SQ\[
M`XMZ\[KZMI\QVOKWTW]Z[\W[I\Q[Na\PMQVLQ^QL]IT_Q[PM[
WN M^MZaK][\WUMZº
5I\KPQVOIVIQZKZIN\ÅVQ[P\W\PI\WN INI^W]ZQ\MKIZ
Q[IKWUUWV\PMUM)VI]\WUW\Q^MXIQV\Q[]V[]Q\IJTM
NWZ\PMPIZ[PMV^QZWVUMV\[WN ÆQOP\IVLIQZKZIN\OZW]VL
WXMZI\QWV[J]\KWTW]Z[KIVJMXZMKQ[MTaUI\KPMLI[
:WOMZ;WTMZ8ITI];MOUMV\5IVIOMZ·;XMKQITQ\a
+WI\QVO[I\)SbW6WJMTM`XTIQV["¹?MKIVMQ\PMZUI\KP
a colour upon request, or help the customer choose
JaXZW^QLQVOI[\IVLIZL[M\WN KWTW]Z[?MZMKMV\Ta
KWUXTM\MLIXZWRMK\QV/MZUIVa_PMZM\PMK][\WUMZ
was a passionate sports car enthusiast and his aircraft
TQ^MZaQVKT]LML[M^MZIT[PILM[\WZMKZMI\M\PMM`IK\[QT^MZ
KWTW]ZWN WVMWN PQ[KIZ[IVL\PMKIZJWVÅJZM][ML
_Q\PQVQ\=[QVOWVTa\PMKWTW]ZVIUMIVLKIZUWLMT_M
accessed the exact colour master and recreated it in an
IMZW[XIKMXIQV\_Q\PQVINM_LIa[\PIVS[\WW]Z[\ZWVO
XZM[MVKMQV\PMI]\WUW\Q^M[MOUMV\
“The other colours in the design came from a
[\IVLIZL[M\KITTML+WTWZ=VQ^MZ[M_PQKP_M¼^M
LM[QOVMLNWZIMZW[XIKMIVLaIKP\IXXTQKI\QWV[1\
contains a standard selection of almost 10,000 shades
KW^MZQVO\PMUW[\XWX]TIZQV\PMI]\WUW\Q^MQVL][\Za
<PMaIZMZMITKWTW]Z[IUXTM[KPZWUI\QKITTaWZLMZML
IVLKWUXTMUMV\MLJaI^QM_\WWTIXXIVLIXWKSM\[QbM
colorimeter for designers and painters. Through this,
_MXZW^QLML\PM[M^MVKWTW]Z[VMMLMLNWZ\PM/MZUIV
XZWRMK\UI\KPMLM`IK\Ta\W\PM[IUXTM[XZW^QLML
¹7]Z_QLMXZM[MVKMQVIMZW[XIKMI]\WUW\Q^MaIKP\[
LMKWZI\Q^MKWI\QVO[IVLW\PMZIZMI[MI[M[\PM\I[S[QVKM
colour information and some technologies are shared and
MVIJTM\PMXZWL]K\QWVWN [UITTY]IV\Q\QM[NWZQVLQ^QL]IT
IQZKZIN\IXXTQKI\QWV[?MXZWL]KMKWI\QVO[WVI»J]QTLQVO
JTWKS[¼KWVKMX\][QVOXQOUMV\LQ[XMZ[QWV[\PI\XZW^QLM\PM
KWTW]ZIVL\PMZM[QVUI\ZQ`\PI\LMTQ^MZ[\PMXMZNWZUIVKM
IVLL]ZIJQTQ\aNWZMIKPZMY]QZMUMV\<PM[a[\MUQ[
^MZaÆM`QJTMIVLITTW_[\PMXZWL]K\QWVWN P]VLZML[WN 
\PW][IVL[WN KWTW]Z^IZQI\QWV[_Q\PWVTaINM_LWbMV
J]QTLQVOJTWKS[1\UMIV[_MKIVZMITQ[\QKITTaUIV]NIK\]ZM
quantities from a quarter gallon up to 2,000 gallons.”
;PMZ_QV?QTTQIU[IT[WXZQLM[Q\[MTN WVQ\[IJQTQ\a\W
UI\KPK][\WUMZZMY]QZMUMV\[¹1\¼[[WUM\PQVO_M¼ZMZMITTa
OWWLI\º>WQ[QV[Ia[¹?MOM\K][\WUMZ[IUXTM[M^MZaLIa
I[SQVO][\WUI\KPINI^W]ZQ\MKIZ[PWM\QMWZKIZXM\
KWTW]ZI^IZQM\aWN UI\MZQIT[IZM[]JUQ\\MLNWZ][\WKWTW]Z
UI\KP-Q\PMZTWKITTaWZ\PZW]OPW]Z_WZTL_QLMLQ[\ZQJ]\WZ
network, we then produce that colour and support the
customer throughout the scheme’s life. We keep a digital
TQJZIZaWN KWTW]Z[\IVLIZL[[W\PI\_MKIVZMXZWL]KM\PM
KWTW]ZM`IK\TaIVa_PMZMQV\PM_WZTLI\IVa\QUMº

AIRCRAFT
COATINGS
THAT
PROTECT
AND
REFLECT

You expect your aircraft’s ﬁnish to be durable
and great looking. Nothing less will do.
You expect it to be protected against punishing
weather, extreme temperatures, corrosion
exposure and aggressive chemical and cleaning
materials.
Your plane also needs to reﬂect and promote
your brand – crisp colors, sharp Distinctness of
Image – whether it’s an airline livery, a corporate
jet or your own personal aircraft. You can trust
Sherwin-Williams Aerospace Coatings for an
impression that lasts. Year after year.

swaerospace.com/reﬂect
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?IZRI*WZOM[I\=VQY]M)QZKZIN\IOZMM[\PMZM¼[
greater interest in more colourful schemes for business
RM\[M`KMX\_PMZMW_VMZ[IZMKWVKMZVMLW^MZZM[ITM
^IT]M[J]\[Ia[\PM[IUMQ[OMVMZITTaVW\\Z]MWN >>18
UIKPQVM[_PMZM\PW[M\PI\IZMV¼\IVWVaUW][IZM
ÅVQ[PMLQVIÆMM\TQ^MZa0I^QVO[IQL\PI\Q\_I[[PM_PW
LM[QOVML\PMLZIUI\QK[KPMUM]V^MQTMLWV\PM**2
LMUWV[\ZI\WZI\-*)+-MIZTQMZ\PQ[aMIZ°
)K][\WUMZ_QTTWN\MVPI^MIVQLMINWZI[KPMUM
J]\°¹1V\PMKI[MWN \PM**21_I[OQ^MVNZMMZMQOV
\W[SM\KPUaQLMI[<PMXZWKM[[\PMVQ[\WX]\\PMU
QV\W8PW\W[PWXIVLILL[WUMKWTW]Z[1[MVLUaQLMI[
\W)+)ITWKITKWUXIVa[XMKQITQ[QVOQV,IQZKZIN\
^Q[]ITQ[I\QWV[W_MKIV\PMUNZWUITTIVOTM[<PI\¼[\PM
^QM_\PI\1[MVL\W\PMK][\WUMZ
¹?Q\P\PQ[XZWRMK\1TMIZVMLPW_U]KPQ[QV^WT^MLQV
IXXTaQVO\PM[KPMUMNZWU\PMKWUX]\MZWV\W\PMZMIT
IQZKZIN\#Q\¼[ZMITTaKWUXTQKI\ML :=)/LQL\PM_WZS
I\7JMZXNIٺMVPWNMV<PMa¼ZMSVW_VNWZ\PMQZY]ITQ\a
IXXTQKI\QWVWN ZMITTaKWUXTM`[KPMUM[<PMa][MLUI[[Q^M
plastic masks, with perforated lines in them following the
TQVM[WN UaLZI_QVO[<PMUI[S[IZM\IXMLWV\W\PMJI[M
KWI\I[IKK]ZI\MTaI[XW[[QJTMIVL\PMV][ML\WUIZSLW\[
onto the surface. Tape is then applied along the dots to
mask the area for painting. It’s real craftsmanship!”
¹)VLQN aW]¼ZM][QVOXMIZTM[KMV\WZUM\ITTQKKWTW]Z[
\PMIXXTQKI\QWVUM\PWLQ[ZMITTaQUXWZ\IV\NWZKWV[Q[\MV\
IXXMIZIVKM-^MZa\PQVOQ[[XZIaMLJaPIVLIVLI
LQٺMZMV\XMZ[WVIXXTaQVO\PMÅVQ[P_QTTZM[]T\QVI
LQٺMZMV\IXXMIZIVKMº
Diamond Crystals
5IV]NIK\]ZMZ[\aXQKITTaWٺMZ^MZaPQOPOTW[[ÅVQ[PM[
ITWVO_Q\P[XMKQITMٺMK\KWI\QVO[VWVM\PMTM[[LM[QOVML
to withstand the exacting demands of aerospace
IXXTQKI\QWV8ITI][Ia["¹)SbW6WJMTLM^MTWXMLI
\MKPVWTWOaNWZ\PMI]\WUW\Q^MQVL][\Za\PI\KPIVOM[I
KWI\QVO¼[KWTW]ZLMXMVLQVOWV^QM_QVOIVOTMIVL\PQ[Q[
VW_I^IQTIJTM\WIMZW[XIKMK][\WUMZ[I[IVWV[\IVLIZL
WٺMZQVOQV\PM)T]UQOZQXZIVOMº
<PM\MKPVWTWOaQ[M`KQ\QVOIVL\PMMٺMK\LZIUI\QKJ]\
I[*WZOM[[Ia[[]KKM[[ZMTQM[WVKIZMN]TIXXTQKI\QWV¹<PM[M
^MZa[XMKQITMٺMK\[ZMY]QZM\PMKWZZMK\MY]QXUMV\IVL
PMQOP\MVMLXIQV\QVO[SQTT[NWZIOWWLZM[]T\M[XMKQITTaWV
larger surfaces. The degree of colour change can also be
modulated and the more dramatic the change required, the
UWZMKPITTMVOQVO\PMIXXTQKI\QWV?M¼^MJMMV_WZSQVO_Q\P
IV7-5K][\WUMZ\WWٺMZ\PM[MKWI\QVO[NWZTIZOMN][MTIOM
IZMI[IVL\PMXZWKM[[_QTTJMI^IQTIJTM^MZa[WWVº
?WZSQVO_Q\P2MIV*W]TTM4]`]Za)SbW6WJMT
PI[IT[WLM^MTWXML\PMM`\ZMUMTa]V][]IT;]V3QVO
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Modern base coat/clear coat
processes enable precise
finishing and high-gloss effects.
This Falcon was painted with
Sherwin-Williams products.
Sherwin-Williams Aerospace

Earlier this year, Flying Colours Corps applied
a complex scheme as the culmination
of a major refurbishment programme for
a privately owned 2003 Global Express.
Speaking about the project at EBACE,
Executive Vice President Sales & Marketing
Sean Gillespie revealed: “There was quite a
bit of design beforehand, plenty of tweaking
with our designers and the customer’s
designers. We had lots of ideas for the
honeycomb, which is all painted – the only
area not painted is the fin, which is a full
decal. We looked at airbrushing but felt it was
too extensive and touching up after the fact
might be an issue.
“It was stencilled out and every
honeycomb taped by hand before painting.
Keeping the honeycomb regular around the
curves of the nacelles was a real challenge,
but two guys managed to do all the taping
in around a week, constantly moving from
side to side to check everything matched.
Taping the fuselage was also tricky – you’re
going to really notice one wrong line – and
the customer wanted the scheme to curve
down to match the nose profile. Then, at the
last minute, he wanted honeycomb adding
to the door… in the end it worked out really
well!”O
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,QIUWVL+WI\QVO2MIV*W]TTM4]`]ZaPI[ITWVO
PMZQ\IOMQV\PMLQIUWVLQVL][\ZaIVLXMZNMK\MLI
XZWXZQM\IZa\MKPVQY]M\WKZMI\MIVI\]ZITOMULQIUWVL
KWI\QVO[]Q\IJTMNWZIVa\PQVONZWUIT]`]ZaKIZ\WI
[]XMZaIKP\
<ZIV[NMZZQVO\PMKWI\QVO\W\PMIMZW[XIKMQVL][\Za
_I[IKPITTMVOM\PI\NWZKML)SbW6WJMTVW\WVTa\WUMM\
\PMLMUIVL[WN \PMÅVQ[PQ\[MTNJ]\IT[W\WLMÅVM\PM
UMIV[WN Q\[IXXTQKI\QWV8ITI]M`XTIQV["¹,QIUWVLQ[
\PMPIZLM[\UI\MZQITIVLQ\¼[VW\MI[a\WPIVLTMMQ\PMZ
M[XMKQITTaQV\PMZIVOMWN UQKZWV[_M][M1\¼[IT[W
ZMTI\Q^MTaLMV[MIVL_MPIL\WÅVL\PMZQOP\JITIVKMWN 
QVOZMLQMV\[XIZ\QKTM[QbMKWVKMV\ZI\QWV[IVLXZWL]K\QWV
UM\PWL[W\PI\IXZW^MVIMZW[XIKMXIQV\KW]TL»PWTL¼
the diamonds in suspension, not pose too much of a
challenge to the painters and meet standard aerospace
requirements once applied.
¹6W__M¼^MLMTQ^MZML;]V3QVONWZIMZW[XIKMaIKP\
IVLI]\WUW\Q^M)[IXZWWN WN KWVKMX\_MXIQV\MLI
Global Express and completed smaller areas, including
[\ZQXM[IVLTWOW[<PMMٺMK\I[TQOP\KI\KPM[\PM
LQIUWVL[Q[QUXZM[[Q^M1\¼[I^MZa[XMKQITÅVQ[Pº
Interior Finishes
5IVSQM_QKb¼[KI\ITWO]MQVKT]LM[I_QLM^IZQM\a
of interior coatings, but Jacob notes that its entire
KWTW]ZXITM\\MQ[I^IQTIJTMQVQV\MZQWZIVLM`\MZQWZ
products, as is a large selection of mica and metallic
MNNMK\[¹8IQV\[a[\MU[][MLNWZQV\MZQWZ[QVKZMI[M\PM
XMZKMQ^MLY]ITQ\aWN []ZNIKM[ºPM[Ia[¹*aUMM\QVO
the demands of wear and chemical resistance for the
IQZKZIN\¼[TQNM[XIV\PMaIT[WMV[]ZML]ZIJTMY]ITQ\a
¹<M`\QTMMٺMK\XIQV\[QVKT]LQVO\PM)4-@1<
;]MLM+WI\QVOIZM][ML_PMVM^MZIJZQLOMQ[VMMLML
\WQV\MZNIKM_Q\P\M`\QTM[·TQSMKIZXM\[WZTMI\PMZ·QV
\PMKIJQV1\XZWL]KM[IVM`\ZMUMTaUI\\_IZUIVL
]VZMÆMK\Q^M[]ZNIKM1\¼[XIZ\QK]TIZTaZMTM^IV\QV\PM
cockpit of commercial aircraft, creating the most matt
ÅVQ[PI^IQTIJTMIVLXZM^MV\QVOLIbbTQVOZMÆMK\QWV[J]\
QV\PMKWV\M`\WN I>18WZJ][QVM[[RM\Q\KW]TLJM][ML
IVa_PMZMQV\PMQV\MZQWZº
+WV^MZ[MTa)4-@1<.;<5M\ITTQK*I[M+WI\
is capable of producing a high-gloss metallic
NQVQ[PIVLQ[\aXQKITTaIXXTQML\W[MI\[KIJQVM\[
IVLUWV]UMV\[)\_WTIaMZ[a[\MUQ\[JI[MKWI\
KWV\IQV[UM\ITTQKXQOUMV\[)KTMIZ^IZVQ[PQ[
IXXTQMLW^MZ\PMUM\ITTQKJI[MIVLUIaJM[MTMK\ML
for different grades of finish, from matt to high
gloss. In addition to specific colour and metallic
effects, the finish can also be further customised,
[QVKM\PM[PQVQMZ\PM^IZVQ[P\PMUWZMQV\MV[MIVL

deep the colour shades. In addition to its aesthetic
properties, the clear coat seals and protects the base
coat pigments, prolonging their life.
<PM5IVSQM_QKbZIVOMIT[WQVKT]LM[)4-@1<.;<
)V\QUQKZWJQIT<WXKWI\¹<PQ[[XMKQITXIQV\XZM^MV\[
JIK\MZQINZWUOZW_QVOIVLKWV\QV]M[LWQVO[WNWZaMIZ[
*IK\MZQIIZMW\PMZ_Q[MY]Q\MKWUNWZ\IJTMQVIVIQZKZIN\
_Q\PIN]TTKTQUI\MKWV\ZWT[a[\MUIVL\PMXZWL]K\WٺMZ[
QUXWZ\IV\IL^IV\IOM[NWZKWUUMZKQITIVL>18IQZKZIN\º
Application
8IQV\QVOIQZKZIN\_I[WVKMI\W`QKMV^QZWVUMV\ITTa
]VNZQMVLTaIٺIQZJ]\LM^MTWXQVO\MKPVWTWOQM[QV
IXXTQKI\QWVIVLXIQV\NWZU]TI[PI[PMTXML\PMQVL][\Za
KTMIV]XQ\[IK\2IKWJVW\M["¹5IVSQM_QKbPI[PIL
water-based interior products in its portfolio for decades,
NWZ[\IVLIZLQV\MZQWZ\WXKWI\[IVLUW[\LM[QOVMٺMK\[
6W\WVTaIZM\PM[M[INMZ\PIV[WT^MV\JI[MLXIQV\[\W
IXXTaJ]\\PMa¼ZMIT[WUWZMMV^QZWVUMV\ITTaNZQMVLTa
1\UMIV[ILZI[\QKZML]K\QWVQV\PM[WT^MV\NWW\XZQV\WN 
WXMZI\WZ[IVL[QVKM_M_MZM\PMÅZ[\\WWٺMZ_I\MZ
JI[MLQV\MZQWZKWI\QVO[_MPI^MM`XMZQMVKM]VLMZM^MZa
imaginable condition.”
Sherwin-Williams’s Julie Voisin echoes Jacob’s
\PW]OP\[WVMV^QZWVUMV\ITXMZNWZUIVKM¹?M[\QTT[MTT
IXZWL]K\\PI\_MKZMI\MLQV!*]\Q\¼[M^WT^ML\W
ZMÆMK\QVL][\ZaMٺWZ\[\WZML]KM[WT^MV\[IVLMUQ[[QWV[
<PMQVL][\ZaPI[IT[WUWLQÅMLXZQUMZ[\WZML]KM\PMQZ
chrome content.”
She explains further fundamental changes. “About
Å^MaMIZ[IOW\PMQVL][\ZaUW^MLQV\WIJI[MKWI\KTMIZ
KWI\»_ZIX¼\MKPVWTWOa*I[QKITTaITT\PMKWTW]Z[IZM
applied and then a clear coat goes on top. It’s opened
\PMLWWZ\WUWZMM`W\QK[KPMUM[IKPQM^MLQV[PWZ\MZ
\QUM[KITM[º<PMJI[MKWI\KTMIZKWI\XZWKM[[IT[W
applies to white aircraft of course, so has the application
WN _PQ\MIK\]ITTaQUXZW^MLKWUXIZML\WILMKILMIOW'
>WQ[QVZM[XWVL["¹1_W]TLV¼\[Ia\PM_PQ\M¼[OW\
better, but we can implement the process faster. An
IQZXTIVM\aXQKITTaPI[LM\IQT[\ZQXQVOIVL[QVKMaW]¼ZM
\PMVIXXTaQVOU]T\QXTMKWTW]Z[\PMJI[MKWI\KTMIZKWI\
\MKPVWTWOaZM[]T\[QVIVQUXZW^MLÅVQ[P<PMXZWKM[[
IT[WJZQVO[[WUM=>IL^IV\IOM[_Q\P\PMQUXZW^ML
»_ZIX¼W^MZITTº
Mustard Stains
8IQV\¼[IM[\PM\QKY]ITQ\QM[IZMWJ^QW][J]\Q\[UW[\
KZQ\QKITN]VK\QWVQ[I[I[INM\aLM^QKMXZW\MK\QVO
airframe structures on the outside, on the inside and
M^MZa_PMZMQVJM\_MMV>WQ[QVZMKSWV[IZW]VL 
of an aircraft’s paint goes onto structures a passenger
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_QTTVM^MZ[MMIVLIVW\PMZ WV\WKIJQVIVL
KWKSXQ\IZMI[NWZ_PQKP;PMZ_QV?QTTQIU[WٺMZ[Q\[
JetFlex Elite and Soft Swade coatings. Challenges in
the cabin, include scratch and stain resistance and,
[PM[Ia["¹<_WWN \PMZMITTaLQٻ
K]T\\PQVO[_MTWWSI\
_Q\P[\IQVQVOIZMKWٺMMIVLU][\IZL<PMZMIZMIT[W
\PMÆIUUIJQTQ\aZMO]TI\QWV[_PQKPIZM^MZa[\ZQK\º
)ZMI[PQLLMVNZWU\PMXI[[MVOMZ·_QVOZQJ[\PM
QV\MZQWZ[WN I^QWVQK[JIa[]VLMZKIZZQIOMKWUXWVMV\[
·IZMXIQV\MLX]ZMTaNWZXZW\MK\QWVIVLUIaVM^MZ
be painted again in the aircraft’s lifetime. “Corrosion
protection is important and special paints are
MUXTWaMLº[Ia[2IKWJ¹<PMKWVLQ\QWV[XIQV\[IZM
M`XW[ML\WIZM^MZaLQٺMZMV\LMXMVLQVOWV\PMQZIZMI
WN ][MIVL[WIZM\PMKWI\QVO[\PMU[MT^M[8IQV\[NWZ
[\Z]K\]ZM[PI^M\WKWXM_Q\PPaLZI]TQKÆ]QL[IVL
corrosion, exterior paints must withstand extreme
KPIVOM[WN \MUXMZI\]ZMRM\N]MTIVLQUUMV[M=>
M`XW[]ZM_PQTMQV\MZQWZXIQV\[ZM[Q[\LQٻ
K]T\[]J[\IVKM[
including mustard and cola, and withstand collisions
_Q\PT]OOIOM4I[\J]\VW\TMI[\\PMaU][\IT[WKWUXTa
_Q\P\PM[\ZQK\\MKPVQKITZMY]QZMUMV\[WN \PMI^QI\QWV
I]\PWZQ\QM[I[\PMaZMTI\M\W.;<CÅZM[UWSMIVL
\W`QKQ\aEIVLPMI\ZMTMI[Mº
+TMIVQVOLMQKQVOIVLW\PMZÆ]QL[IT[WIٺMK\IQZKZIN\
ÅVQ[PM[J]\PaLZI]TQKÆ]QL[IZMXIZ\QK]TIZTaIOOZM[[Q^M
>WQ[QV[Ia["¹<PMKTMIZKWI\XZW\MK\[\PMXIQV\ÅVQ[P
NZWUPaLZI]TQKÆ]QL1\¼[VW\KWUUWVNWZIVIQZKZIN\\W
JMKTMIVMLIN\MZM^MZa][MJ]\M^MV[WQ\¼[[]ZXZQ[QVO
\PI\NM_WN \PMKTMIVQVOXZWL]K\[IZMI[IOOZM[[Q^MI[
PaLZI]TQKÆ]QL
“We do a range of tests, including one where we
TMI^MIXIZ\QK]TIZTaIOOZM[[Q^MPaLZI]TQKÆ]QLWV\PM
XIQV\NWZLIa[\WUISM[]ZMQ\LWM[V¼\MI\\PZW]OP
?MIT[W\M[\IOIQV[\RM\N]MTLMQKQVOIVLKTMIVQVOÆ]QL[
*][QVM[[RM\K][\WUMZ[_IV\\PMQZIQZKZIN\\WZMUIQVI[
pristine as possible and the clear coat also helps with
UQVWZZMXIQZ[º-^MV\PMUW[\ZM[QTQMV\ÅVQ[PQ[TQSMTa\W
KPIVOMQV[PILMITQ\\TMW^MZIXMZQWLWN aMIZ[J]\\PM
clear coat can often be repaired after a minor knock or
[KZIXMZMUW^QVO\PMVMMLNWZKWTW]ZUI\KPQVO

Embraer’s new Legacy 650E
demonstrator was painted using
AkzoNobel’s Alumigrip 4400 Basecoat
and Alumigrip 4450 Clearcoat.
Embraer Executive Jets
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In another aspect of paint that customers seldom
ZMITQ[M_PQTM\PMKTMIZKWI\Q[XZW\MK\QVO\PMÅVQ[P\PM
KWI\QVO[a[\MUQ[XZW\MK\QVO\PMM`\MZQWZUM\IT[IVL
KWUXW[Q\M[WN \PMIQZNZIUMINIZUWZMQUXWZ\IV\RWJ
\PIV[QUXTaTWWSQVOOWWL¹<PMZMITQ\aQ[\PI\\PMXIQV\¼[
\PMZM\WXZM^MV\KWZZW[QWV<PI\¼[Q\[KZQ\QKITN]VK\QWV
[QVKMM^MV\WLIaUW[\WN IVIQZKZIN\[\QTTKWUXZQ[M[
IT]UQVQ]U<PI\¼[_Pa_MPI^MIKWUXTM\M[a[\MUWN 
paint that protects the metal, then a base coat that looks
good and a clear coat on top.”
<PI\[IQLKWUXW[Q\MUI\MZQIT[IZMÅVLQVOM^MZ
_QLMZIXXTQKI\QWVQVJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV·\PM **2
IQZNZIUMQ[ITUW[\ KWUXW[Q\MNWZM`IUXTM·IVL
\PM[MUI\MZQIT[XW[M\PMQZW_VÅVQ[PQVOKPITTMVOM[
¹?PMVaW]XIQV\Q\Q\[PW_[I_MI^MTQSMI^MZa
tight chequerboard, as the paint is absorbed. So with
KWUXW[Q\M[QV[\MILWN _WZZaQVOIJW]\KWZZW[QWV_M
PI^M\WMV[]ZM\PM_MI^MQ[XZWXMZTaÅTTMLJMNWZM_M
I\\MUX\\WOM\\PI\\aXQKITOTI[[TQSMÅVQ[PWV\WXº
Colouring the Future
<PMZM_QTTIT_Ia[JMIZMY]QZMUMV\NWZIVWVaUQ\a
QVM`MK]\Q^MIVL>18I^QI\QWVJ]\\PM\MKPVWTWOa
will and enthusiasm are there for operators to adopt
[XMK\IK]TIZÅVQ[PM[IVL\PMÅZ[\\Z]TaLIbbTQVO
[KPMUM[IZMVW_MUMZOQVO)SbW6WJMT¼[:WOMZ
;WTMZ8ITI]ZMKSWV["¹1VLQ^QL]ITKWZXWZI\MIM[\PM\QK
ZMY]QZMUMV\[IZMQVKZMI[QVOIVLTQ^MZQM[IZMJMKWUQVO
UWZMKWUXTM`QV[PIXMIVLKWTW]Z<MKPVWTWOa
Q[IL^IVKQVO\WNIKQTQ\I\M\PI\J]\IT[W\WILIX\\W
VM_TQOP\MZ[]J[\ZI\M[IVLZM^Q[MLZMO]TI\QWV[IVL
OZMI\MZXZWKM[[\QUMMٻ
KQMVKaNWZXIQV\MZ[I[_MTTI[
including new functionalities like self-cleaning, and
QVKZMI[MLL]ZIJQTQ\aIVLKWTW]ZZM\MV\QWV
¹<PMQVL][\ZaQ[KPIVOQVO^MZaY]QKSTa:WJW\QK
XIQV\QVOQ[ITZMILaIZMITQ\aI\[WUM7-5[IVL_M¼^M
ILR][\MLW]ZXIQV\\W[]Q\_PQTMW]Z[\I\MWN\PMIZ\
KPZWUMNZMMXZQUMZ[OQ^MTWVOMZ\MZUXZW\MK\QWVNZWU
KWZZW[QWVIVLVM_KWI\QVO\MKPVQY]M[\WQUXZW^M
[XMMLIVL\ZIV[NMZMٻ
KQMVKaIZMITZMILaQVIL^IVKML
\M[\QVO_Q\P\PM7-5[,XZQV\MLXIZ\[_QTTIT[W
become more common and require a new coating
\MKPVQY]M1\¼[^MZaM`KQ\QVO\W[MM\PMJZQOP\N]\]ZM
\PI\¼[KWUQVO\WI^QI\QWV ºQ

Background:
ALEXIT FST Metallic
BaseCoat from
Mankiewicz.
Mankiewicz
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abriella Somerville
established ConnectJets in
2009 and remains owner and
sole director of the company.
Her launch timing, on the
face of it seemingly less than
ideal given the economic turbulence of the era,
was, she says, more by default than design. “I’d
always planned to start a business of my own,
preferably in aviation, but the circumstances at
the time meant I had to bring the plan forwards.
“I’d sold my chalet in the Alps so I had the seed
capital, which was appropriate to use, rather than
investing it in the banks in 2008 and 2009. Most
people would say the business aviation market was
slightly distressed, but at the same time I saw great
opportunities. So we took the bull by the horns and
launched – it turned out to be the best timing possible!”
+WVVMK\2M\[KWV\QV]M[_Q\PQ\[WZQOQVITIQUÅVLQVO
alternative solutions in the business jet market, originally
looking at distressed fractional options, leasing and jet
[PIZQVOIVLW\PMZKW[\MٺMK\Q^MXZWXW[IT[\PI\_W]TL
MVIJTMXMWXTM\WÆaXZQ^I\MTa;QVKM\PMV\PMUIZSM\PI[
changed dramatically and Somerville’s initial vision has
changed with it.
“You can never sit on your laurels in aviation.
You have to keep an eye on the market, listen to your
customers, adapt and continuously improve your
product. We started out primarily working on charter
and leasing products, which were very apt for the 200911 period. But then we moved into aircraft sales since
we could see the market growing in certain sectors.
¹;W\PMJ][QVM[[PI[LQ^MZ[QÅMLIVLJZWILMVMLJ]\
we always endeavour to create a turn-key solution for our
clients. They tend to be inherently loyal. They may start
WٺKPIZ\MZQVONZWU][IVL\PMV_MKZMI\M\PMVM`\[\MX
for them, through leasing, fractional or outright purchase.
?PI\_M¼^M\ZQML\WLWQ[KZMI\MIXTI\NWZU\PI\[I\Q[ÅM[
M^MZaÆQOP\ZMY]QZMUMV\_Q\PI\IQTWZML[WT]\QWVº
Customer service is a key driver in maintaining client
TWaIT\aIVLQ\JMOQV[_Q\PIK][\WUMZ¼[ÅZ[\M^MZKPIZ\MZ
“The customer service element of a charter trip is your
shop window to show what you can do and how well you
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can do it. It’s not always easy, because there are many
permutations and you’re working with operators around
\PM_WZTL[WUM\QUM[_Q\PLQٺMZMV\[\IVLIZL[;W_M][M
a preferred operator list and we’ve worked on a number
of tours and assignments where detail is the absolute key.
“I think we’re more of a bespoke broker because we
WٺMZI\IQTWZML;I^QTM:W_[MZ^QKM\PI\¼[NWK][[MLWV
the individual customer. And we work with partners to
QUXZW^M\PMK][\WUMZM`XMZQMVKMN]Z\PMZ5IVaaMIZ[
IOW_M_WZSML_Q\PI[WUUMTQMZNWZIVQVÆQOP\_QVM
\I[\QVO[W_MKW]TLWٺMZ\PMJM[\_QVM[\PI\NIZML_MTT
at altitude, based on the fact that customers had said
\PMJ][QVM[[RM\QVÆQOP\M`XMZQMVKM_I[ITQ\\TML]TT<PM
sommelier continues to work with ConnectJets to ensure
we provide the best wine to our clientele, along with an
aviation nutritionist, who provides our health conscious

You have to keep an eye on the market,
listen to your customers, adapt and
continuously improve your product.

clients with alternative solutions.” The service even
M`\MVL[\W\PMOZW]VL¹?MWٺMZ[MIUTM[[[MZ^QKMNZWU
\PMIQZKZIN\IVLW\ٺW\PMQZÅVITLM[\QVI\QWVº
ConnectJets preferred operator list meets the
[\IVLIZL[Q\M`XMK\[NWZQ\[KTQMV\[_PQTM\PMKWUXIVa
ILL[\W\PMM`XMZQMVKMIVLMV[]ZM[[MZ^QKMTM^MT[.WZ\PM
future, Somerville says she wants ConnectJets to move
I_IaNZWUJMQVO[WTMTaIJZWSMZIVLM`XIVLQ\[WٺMZQVO
to jet management. At the moment, ConnectJets is a
broker for aircraft charter sales, leasing and pre-owned
sales, on top of which, it has an agency agreement to sell
the Piaggio Avanti EVO in the UK and territories.
<PMKWUXIVa¼[KPIZ\MZWٺMZQVOM`\MVL[\WPMTQKWX\MZ[
which Somerville reckons is part of the service its clients
M`XMK\¹1\¼[VWXZWJTMU\W_WZSWV\PMPMTQKWX\MZ[QLMIVL
ITTWN UaZW\IZaKTQMV\[IT[W][MÅ`ML_QVO1\¼[I_IaWN 
SMMXQVO\PMKTQMV\QVPW][MIVLWٺMZQVO\PMUIWVM[\WX
shop for all their needs. It’s another way of creating a
[MIUTM[[\ZI^MTM`XMZQMVKMNWZ\PMMV\QZM\aWN \PMQZRW]ZVMaº
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The company also advises on the best means of
\ZIV[XWZ\NWZIXIZ\QK]TIZZW]\M_PM\PMZÅ`ML_QVO
rotary or a combination. “Clients will ask if they should
][MIPMTQKWX\MZWZÅ`ML_QVO;WUM\QUM[_MXZMNMZ
IÅ`ML_QVOJMKI][M_M\PQVO\PMLM[\QVI\QWVUQOP\
M`XW[M\PMKTQMV\\WQ[[]M[QVOM\\QVOQVJMKI][MWN 
weather, other times we’ll recommend a helicopter. I
\PQVS\PMa¼ZMY]Q\MKWUNWZ\IJTM\Z][\QVO][\WOQ^MOWWL
advice and supply the most appropriate solution.
“It’s rare for us to arrange a helicopter outside the UK,
although we’ve operated a couple in Africa. It tends to be
KTQMV\[_PW¼^MÆW_VQVNZWU\PM=;5QLLTM-I[\WZ)NZQKI
for polo, shooting or other sporting events in the calendar.
The agility of the helicopter to land virtually anywhere,
with permission, also makes it ideal for the corporate
wanting to visit multiple points in the same day.”
+PIZ\MZ+WVVMK\2M\[[\aTMQ[WJ^QW][TaIÆM`QJTM
tailored service, made more so by the company’s genuine
_QTTQVOVM[[\WI[[MUJTMJM[XWSMXIKSIOM[¹)OZMI\M`IUXTM
of this is the work we did with a group of clients who were
collectively looking to travel to the Monaco Yacht Show.
They were happy to fare-share with passengers they didn’t
SVW_[W_MTWWSMLI\X]\\QVO\WOM\PMZIKW]XTMWN ÆQOP\[
where people paid for their seats individually. Is there a
huge demand for it? Not really. Private aviation is about
\PMMVL][MZPI^QVOI]\WVWUaNWZ\PMQZÆQOP\J]\\PMZM
are occasions when these things work. It goes back to
accommodating the client and if we can do it we will. If we
can’t, we’ll say so.”

Gabriella Somerville
and the Avanti EVO.
All Paul Cordwell/ConnectJets

Future Management
The move into aircraft management is major, but
;WUMZ^QTTM[MM[Q\I[IVI\]ZITM`\MV[QWVWN \PM
business. “What typically happens is a customer uses
us for charter and may eventually go on to purchase
an aircraft. They say to me, ‘Gabriella, I’ve known
you for eight years and I’d rather place my aircraft
with you than somebody I don’t know.’ But I have
to let go of that relationship and introduce them to
an operator, although we normally manage the new
relationship to a degree because they like us to have
a hand in it.
¹?Q\PIUIVIOMLÆMM\_M¼LIT[WPI^MKWUXTM\M
autonomy over every element of the service on every trip.
At the moment we’re subject to operators and as much due
diligence as we do, sometimes we are let down. However,
I think service levels in the European market are much
higher than they were ten years ago. It’s when you go into
emerging or less mature markets that you have to be very
careful about who you choose to operate your aircraft.”
Over ConnectJets’ relatively brief history Somerville
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has seen dramatic change. Now, she says, she has
concerns. “It’s a very competitive market and I worry
\PI\_M¼^MITUW[\M`PI][\MLXZQKMI[\PMXZQUIZaZMI[WV
for somebody to book an aircraft. I think it should be
about service levels still at a competitive price, but not
one that jeopardises the sustainability of an operator
WZJZWSMZ)[IKWUXIVa_MKIZZaW]\\PMZMY]QZML
due diligence on each operator we engage with, it’s
paramount in a market that is still relatively young in
certain parts of the world.
“I still have concerns that we’re backing too much
on price amongst the brokers, that it’s become a
price war. Some of the brokers are charging almost
zero commission in order to win a client – which
[]J[MY]MV\TaKZMI\M[INIT[MMKWVWUaIVL_QTTVW\
serve the customer or the industry in the long term.
Competition is good, but we need to work on a level
XTIaQVOÅMTLI[\PMaLWQV\PMaIKP\QVOQVL][\Za)[IV
industry I think we need to be careful how we promote
business aviation – we are all here to create sustainable
businesses and see growth in our sector. If we continue
to heckle the operator to reduce their pricing, I fear
we will see corners being cut and a number of smaller
companies going out of business. We need to be careful
to promote business aviation as a safe option, along with
ITTQ\[JMVMÅ\[_Q\PW]\NWK][[QVOWVXZQKM
“During my 30 years in aviation I’ve seen both
commercial and business operators take a mighty fall
when they’ve endeavoured to gain market share by
cutting their prices – this is not sustainable, aircraft are
M`XMV[Q^M\WÆaIVLUIVIOM·NIK\1\PQVSI[JZWSMZ[
we have a responsibility to educate the client and duly
advise what a fair and reasonable price is in the current
market. They will thank us for it in the long term
because they’ll continue to have choice from both the
small and large operators.”
<PM[MIZMJWTLKWUUMV\[IVLM`XZM[[QVO\PM
WXQVQWVIVLTQ^QVO]X\WQ\KW]TL_MTTJMLQٻ
K]T\0I[
Somerville ever refused to place a charter client with
IVWXMZI\WZJMKI][M\PMWٺMZMLXZQKM_I[\WWTW_'
She thinks for less than three seconds before recalling:
“There have been two occasions where, in my opinion,
1JMTQM^ML\PMWXMZI\WZKW]TLVW\JMUISQVOILMY]I\M
margins for the prescribed trip to cover the DOCs and
variables. Ultimately, one of those operators went under;
I was glad I’d made that decision and so was my client.”
Avanti Time
Piaggio’s Avanti is undoubtedly a head-turner from
the outside and Somerville says it offers surprising
space on the inside, but is ConnectJets selling any?
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“The customer service
element of a charter
trip is your shop
window to show what
you can do and how
well you can do it.”

“Yes, we are! We completed the sale of an Avanti
EVO to a UK customer in May and I believe we’ll
close the sale on another one, if not two, by the
end of the year. The turboprop market is growing,
I think because of the economics, plus the Avanti
EVO has many great attributes.
¹1\¼[XMZNMK\NWZÆaQVOQV\W[UITTIQZÅMTL[1\[TQOP\_MQOP\
UMIV[Q\LWM[V¼\I\\ZIK\\PMWVMZW][WXMZI\QVOZMY]QZMUMV\[
of aircraft within the same category since it falls under part6++ZMY]QZMUMV\[NWZXZQ^I\MW_VMZ[8W\MV\QITJ]aMZ[
look at its operating capabilities and direct operating costs
IVL[MMQ\¼[I[UIZ\KPWQKM*]\IJW^MITTQ\[IVM`\ZMUMTa
comfortable ride, with a very broad cabin, 5ft 9in tall and
6ft wide – it’s a midsize jet cabin in a light jet category and
at a light jet price – the perfect European aircraft.
“When we took the dealership over, the Piaggio
Aerospace name wasn’t well known in the UK, so
_MKZMI\MLI\IZOM\ML8:KIUXIQOVIVLXMZUMI\ML
the market, and it has worked. I call it ‘seed time
and harvest’, you sow hard for a good 18 months
and then you start to see the harvest with increased
interest and recognition. Piaggio Aerospace has also
PW[\MLI_WVLMZN]T8:KIUXIQOVIVL\PQ[PI[PMTXML
tremendously, we work hand in hand.
¹7^MZ\PMTI[\[Q`UWV\P[_M¼^MZMKMQ^ML[M^MZITKITT[
about the aircraft, and demand and interest continue
to grow. The industry stats tell us that turboprops are
among the fastest growing segment in the market – the
turboprop is seeing a revival.”
Although she says ‘never say never’, Somerville seems
not to have aspirations to add other types to her dealership
portfolio. On the other hand, she says she has eyes looking
ÅZUTaIJZWIL[QVKMQ\¼[\QUMNWZ+WVVMK\2M\[\WM`XIVL
“We’ve been asked many times through the years if we’d
set up a brokerage in another country. We’ve survived as
a small, bespoke agency for nine years and I’ve always
SMX\\PMJZIVL\W\PM=3J]\VW__M¼ZMM`XTWZQVO[WUM
opportunities that have come to us. It could mean a small
M`XIV[QWVIVLIVQV\MZVI\QWVITXZM[MVKMQVIKW]XTM
WN XTIKM[1\_W]TLOQ^M][ILLQ\QWVITM`XW[]ZM\W\PW[M
markets, with a local ConnectJets representative on the
OZW]VL1_QTTJM\ZI^MTTQVO\W\PW[MKW]V\ZQM[QV\PMVM`\
\_WWZ\PZMMUWV\P[\WM`XTWZM\PMXW[[QJQTQ\QM[º;PMPWXM[
to announce something in that timescale. Q

Paul Cordwell/ConnectJets
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Remotely Controlled – no wing walker needed
Automatic Nose Gear Loading – by tapping on a button on the remote control
More and more ground handling companies, MROs, FBOs and airports are taking advantage of
the innovative and money-saving beneﬁts of the Mototok tug systems. Be part of the successful
Mototok user family. Let us show you, how to signiﬁcantly lower your ground handling costs by
using our tugs.
Meet us at the Interairport in Munich: Hall B6, Stand 2506 or Outdoor Area, Stand D20

Innovative remote controlled
electric driven tugs
www.mototok.com

Contact for Europe, Asia, Australia, South-America, Africa: Thilo Wiers-Keiser · wierskeiser@mototok.com · +49 2151 6508382
Contact for North America, Mexico: Paul Acri · paul.acri@mototok.com · +1 916 5804977
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Famously known as the Model 172, the Skyhawk is exemplified here by the Turbo
Skyhawk JT-A, powered by a 155hp Continental CD-155 turbocharged diesel engine.

Piston Plaything
or Corporate Prop?

I

n October 1924, a group
of what today would be
regarded as entrepreneurs
established the Travel
Air Manufacturing
Company. Among its
leadership, Clyde Cessna withdrew
in September 1927, initially forming
Cessna-Roos, which became the
Cessna Aircraft Company that
,MKMUJMZ1\[ÅZ[\XZWL]K\QWV
machine, the Model A, was a highwing cabin monoplane, successfully
setting the format that still serves
Cessna so well today.
Another of the Travel Air founders,
Walter Beech departed in 1930 to
concentrate on his Model 17 Staggerwing.
A high-speed cabin biplane designed with
KWZXWZI\MÆaMZ[QVUQVLQ\_I[IUWVO
\PM^MZaÅZ[\MٺMK\Q^MJ][QVM[[IQZKZIN\0M
and his wife Olive established the Beech
)QZKZIN\+WUXIVaQV)XZQT!ÅVLQVO
XZMUQ[M[QV?QKPQ\I3IV[I[_PMZM+M[[VI
PILJaVW_IT[W[M\]XPWUM
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)N\MZITUW[\IKMV\]ZaWN QVVW^I\QWV
KPITTMVOMIVLKWZXWZI\MZM[P]ټ
QVO
both continue under Textron Aviation
W_VMZ[PQX_PMZM\PMTWVO\MZUZQ^IT[
IZMKWUXTMUMV\QVOMIKPW\PMZXMZNMK\Ta
The Cessna piston range begins with the
;SaPI_SIVLZMIKPM[Q\[]T\QUI\MM`XZM[[QWV
in the TTX_PQTM*MMKPKZIN\WٺMZ[\PM
low-wing Bonanza G36 single and Baron
/ \_QV)TTIZM\PWZW]OPTaUWLMZV
IQZKZIN\J]\LW\PMaZMITTaPI^MIZWTMQV
business aviation? EVA[XWSM\W,W]O5Ia
Vice President of Piston Aircraft, Textron
)^QI\QWV\WÅVLW]\

Piston aircraft might be considered
ideal for training and pleasure
ÆaQVOJ]\W^MZTWWSMLI[MٻKQMV\
business tools. Yet the TTX boasts
an exceptional combination of
ZIVOMXMZNWZUIVKMI^QWVQK[IVL
KWUNWZ\?PI\LWM[Q\WٺMZ\PM
J][QVM[[WZKWZXWZI\MÆaMZ'
<PMJMI]\aWN W]ZXQ[\WVTQVMQ[\PI\
\PMZM¼[IVIQZKZIN\NWZM^MZaUQ[[QWV

whether training, business or pleasure.
+M[[VI¼[PQOP_QVOXZWL]K\[ZIVOMNZWU
\PM;SaPI_S\PMV]UJMZWVM\ZIQVQVO
IQZKZIN\\W\PM<]ZJW;\I\QWVIQZ0,7]Z
*MMKPKZIN\XZWL]K\TQVMWٺMZ[\PM*WVIVbI
G36 and the twin-engine Baron G58 for
UWZM^MZ[I\QTQ\a
As for the TTXQ\¼[IVIQZKZIN\\Z]Ta
designed for the pilot, for superior handling
IVLXMZNWZUIVKMIVLQ\¼[MY]QXXML_Q\P
/IZUQV/I^QWVQK[)VL\PM<<X is
QVKZMLQJTaMٻ
KQMV\J]ZVQVOTM[[N]MT\PIV
Q\[VMIZM[\KWUXM\Q\WZIVLOM\\QVOaW]\W
aW]ZLM[\QVI\QWVNI[\MZUISQVOQ\QLMITNWZ
business and pleasure.

5IVa<<XWXMZI\WZ[KTMIZTaÅVL
Q\WX\QUQ[MLNWZ\PMQZUQ[[QWVJ]\
is it also a natural starting point
for those progressing through the
Cessna range as their ambitions
IVLJ][QVM[[M[OZW_'
<PM^MZ[I\QTQ\aWN \PM<<X enables a
_QLM^IZQM\aWN UQ[[QWVXW[[QJQTQ\QM[_Q\P
NMI\]ZM[QVKT]LQVOIKMZ\QÅML<3;1KM

AIRCRAFT

8ZW\MK\QWV[a[\MUIVL]\QTQ\aKI\MOWZa
KMZ\QÅMLIQZNZIUM
?MWٺMZI^IZQM\aWN [WT]\QWV[NWZ
K][\WUMZ[TWWSQVO\WUW^M]X\PZW]OPW]Z
product line as business and travel needs
OZW_?MIJ[WT]\MTa[MM\PMU[\MX]X\W
\]ZJQVMW_VMZ[PQXNZWU\PM<<X and our
W\PMZXQ[\WVXZWL]K\[<PM+Q\I\QWV5
MV\ZaTM^MTRM\\W\PM+Q\I\QWVNIUQTaQ[
designed for single-pilot operation and
MY]QXXML_Q\P/IZUQV/I^QWVQK[[W
it’s a natural transition for TTXK][\WUMZ[
looking to step up into an aircraft with
UWZM[XMMLZIVOMIVLXIaTWIL
The TTXQ[IT[WITWOQKITMV\ZaXWQV\
NWZK][\WUMZ[_IV\QVO\W[\MX]XQV\WI
Denali turboprop in the future. Like the
5\PM,MVITQ_QTTNMI\]ZM/IZUQV/
I^QWVQK[WٺMZQVOIVMI[a\ZIV[Q\QWVNZWU
the TTX¼[/[]Q\M?M¼^MKMZ\IQVTa
[MMVQV\MZM[\QV,MVITQNZWUW]ZXQ[\WV
K][\WUMZJI[M

?Q\P[QLM[\QKSKWV\ZWTIVL
KWUXZMPMV[Q^MI^QWVQK[\PM<<X
WٺMZ[IVQUXZM[[Q^MXIKSIOMIVL
M`KQ\QVOÆaQVOM`XMZQMVKM*]\
LWM[Q\[PQOP\MKPVWTWOaZMY]QZM
IOZMI\MZTM^MTWN XQTW\\ZIQVQVO
M`XMZQMVKM\PIVUQOP\PI^M
JMMV\PMKI[MQV\PMXI[\WZLW

<PM;SaPI_SWٺMZ[IOZMI\NW]VLI\QWVIVL_Q\P\PM
[QUQTIZQ\QM[QVI^QWVQK[\PMZMQ[IVI\]ZIT\ZIV[Q\QWV\W\PM
VM`\UWLMTJMQ\I<<X;SaTIVMWZ*WVIVbI
XQTW\[OZIL]I\QVONZWU[IaI
OTI[[KWKSXQ\;SaPI_SÅVL\PM
XZWOZM[[QWVY]Q\MVI\]ZIT'
We advocate for thorough training
_PMVM^MZ\ZIV[Q\QWVQVO\WIVM_UWLMTJ]\
UW[\XQTW\[ÅVL\PMZMQ[IVI\]ZITXZWOZM[[QWV
\PZW]OPW]ZXQ[\WVTQVM<PM;SaPI_SWٺMZ[
IOZMI\NW]VLI\QWVIVL_Q\P\PM[QUQTIZQ\QM[
in avionics, there is a natural transition
\W\PMVM`\UWLMTJMQ\I<<X;SaTIVM
WZ*WVIVbI<PMZM¼[IT_Ia[IJQ\WN IV
ILR][\UMV\_PMVUW^QVO\WINI[\MZIQZKZIN\
J]\NWZUW[\XQTW\[\PI\KPITTMVOMQ[XIZ\WN 
the fun.

+WVVMK\Q^Q\aQ[ITUW[\I[QUXWZ\IV\
I[KWUNWZ\\WUIVaJ][QVM[[ÆaMZ[
?Q\PQ\[VUZIVOM\PM<<X is
VW[\ZIVOMZ\WTWVOÆQOP\[[W_PI\
LWM[Q\[KIJQVWٺMZ'
The TTXWٺMZ[@5_MI\PMZIVLZILQW
LI\ITQVSNWZ_MI\PMZQVNWZUI\QWVIVL
LQOQ\ITI]LQWMV\MZ\IQVUMV\QV\PMKWKSXQ\
<PMZM¼[IT[W\PM/IZUQV/;:1ZQLQ]U

satellite data transceiver option, through
which pilots and passengers can access
WVLMUIVL_MI\PMZQVNWZUI\QWV\M`\
KWUU]VQKI\QWV[IVLW\PMZLI\I[PIZQVO
KIXIJQTQ\QM[<PM[MQVKT]LM\_W_Ia\M`\
UM[[IOQVOWV\PMOZW]VLIVLQV\PMIQZ

The TTXPI[IN\[MZ^QKM
ceiling. What’s passenger comfort
TQSMI\KZ]Q[QVOIT\Q\]LMIVL_PI\
IJW]\KIJQVVWQ[MTM^MT['
While the TTX is not pressurised, it does
WٺMZ[\I\MWN\PMIZ\[INM\a_Q\PI+7
LM\MK\WZIVLX]T[MW`QUM\MZ\WUWVQ\WZ
XQTW\JTWWLW`aOMVTM^MT[)VQV\MOZI\ML
W`aOMV[a[\MU_Q\PIK]N\W`aOMVJW\\TM
NW]ZUI[S[IVLKIVV]TI[Q[[\IVLIZL_PQTM
I[IVILLQ\QWVIT[INM\aNMI\]ZM\PM/
I^QWVQK[[a[\MUITMZ\[\PMXQTW\_PMV
KTQUJQVO\PZW]OPN\
<PMIQZKZIN\¼[QVÆI\IJTMLWWZ[MIT[SMMX
\PMKIJQV\QOP\NZWUIQZTMISIOMOZMI\Ta
reducing noise. The cabin is therefore
Y]QM\IVLXI[[MVOMZ[LWV¼\VMML\W_MIZ

Power for the TTX comes from a 310hp
Continental TSIO-550-C.
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SCHEDULERS & DISPATCHERS CONFERENCE
February 6-9, 2018 | Long Beach, CA
Licensed Dispatcher Recurrent Training and PDP Courses
February 5-6, 2018

REGISTER NOW:
www.nbaa.org/sdc/2018
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The Stationair seats a pilot and five passengers in some comfort.

PMIL[M\[IT\PW]OP\PMIQZKZIN\Q[MY]QXXML
NWZ\PMUQN XI[[MVOMZ[LM[QZM

+M[[VI¼[WٺMZQVOQVKT]LM[\PM
;SaPI_S\ZIQVQVOXTMI[]ZM
IQZKZIN\\PM;\I\QWVIQZ]\QTQ\a
UIKPQVMIVL;SaTIVMIVMV\Za
TM^MTJ][QVM[[IQZKZIN\_PQTM\PM
*MMKPKZIN\*WVIVbIQ[IPQOP
performance six-seater ideal for
J][QVM[[IVL\W]ZQVO)TTNW]ZPI^M
JMMVI^IQTIJTMNWZLMKILM[·LW
/IZUQVI^QWVQK[IVLW\PMZUWLMZV
[a[\MU[JZQVO\PMUN]TTa]X\WLI\M'

OZIXPQKITQV\MZNIKMUWZMXW_MZN]T
[WN\_IZMPQOPMZZM[WT]\QWVLQ[XTIa[
ILLMLN]VK\QWVITQ\a\WQUXZW^M[Q\]I\QWVIT
I_IZMVM[[IVLWX\QWVIT_QZMTM[[\MKPVWTWOa
\PI\[QOVQÅKIV\TaMVPIVKM[MI[MWN 
WXMZI\QWVNWZ\PMXQTW\),;*1VIVL7]\
KWUMI[[\IVLIZLIVL\PMI^QWVQK[XIKSIOM
WٺMZ[WX\QWVIT_QZMTM[[LI\IJI[MIVLÆQOP\
plan loading.

Cessna no longer builds piston
\_QV[°?Pa'
Cessna twin piston production ended in
\PMUQL! [?Q\P\PMUMZOMZWN +M[[VI
IVL*MMKPKZIN\IVL\PMNWZUI\QWVWN 
Textron Aviation, we now have the twinengine Beechcraft Baron in our portfolio, a
XMZNMK\Å\\WZW]VLW]\W]Z^MZ[I\QTMXQ[\WV
product line. Q

The Stationair’s G1000 Nxi avionics suite.

<PM;SaPI_SQ[_WZTLZMVW_VMLI[\PM
trainer of choice and represents the aircraft
UW[\IK\Q^MXQTW\[TMIZVML\WÆaQV_PQTM
\PM<]ZJW;\I\QWVIQZ0,Q[I]\QTQ\aIQZKZIN\
KIXIJTMWN PI]TQVOTJWN ][MN]TTWIL
IVLPI[[MI\QVONWZ[Q`<PM;SaTIVMWٺMZ[I
ZWWUQMZNW]Z[MI\KWVÅO]ZI\QWVXMZNMK\I[
\PMVM`\[\MXQV\ZIV[Q\QWVQVONZWUTMIZVQVO
\WÆaQVI;SaPI_SWZWٺMZQVOQVKZMI[ML
ZIVOMIVLXIaTWILNWZXQTW\[\ZI^MTTQVO
with friends or colleagues. The Baron and
Bonanza are great options as business
IQZKZIN\_Q\P\PMQZTM^MT[WN KWUNWZ\[MI\QVO
NWZ[Q`[XMMLIVLW^MZITTXMZNWZUIVKM
<PMVM`\OMVMZI\QWV/IZUQVI^QWVQK[
UWLMZVQ[M\PMIQZKZIN\_Q\PQUXZW^ML
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INDUSTRY VIEW

Into Africa
L

aunched in May
2012 ‘to represent
the interests of
Africa’s aircraft
owners, operators,
and suppliers to the
business aviation community in a
single voice’, the African Business
Aviation Association (AfBAA)
Q[PWTLQVOQ\[ÅZ[\M^MZ)NZQKIV
Business Aviation conference
and exhibition (AfBAC EXPO)
at ExecuJet Africa’s Lanseria
International Airport FBO between
29 November and 1 December.
Inevitably modest in size compared
to the better established business
aviation shows, AfBAC EXPO will
VWVM\PMTM[[WٺMZ^Q[Q\WZ[IWVM
day conference on 29 November,
NWTTW_MLJaI\_WLIaM`PQJQ\QWV
and static display. And with up to
16 hours of workshops available,
and ExecuJet showcasing several
WN \PMWZ[WIQZKZIN\Q\WٺMZ[
for charter from its South African
facility, visitors are unlikely to be
disappointed.

African Promotion
Since 2012, AfBAA’s membership of
ten founding organisations has grown to
around 120, including large corporate
and international companies. Among
\PMU\PMaWٺMZ[MZ^QKM[ZIVOQVONZWU
FBO, charter brokerage and aircraft
sales, to operations and MRO, ground
handling and more. From the outset the
intention was to support the industry as a
_PWTMM[XMKQITTa[QVKMJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV
Q[[\QTTZMTI\Q^MTaQUUI\]ZMQV)NZQKIIVL
QVVMMLWN QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZMQUXZW^MUMV\
Real signs of progress from AfBAA’s
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XWQV\WN ^QM_QVKT]LM\PMTI]VKPWN I
training committee, a major focus for the
region. Traditionally, Africans who can
IٺWZL\WOWIJZWILNWZ\PMQZML]KI\QWV
\MVL\W\ISMRWJ[IJZWILTMI^QVO\PM
continent short of skilled workers. It’s
a problem exacerbated in sub-Saharan
)NZQKI\ZIQVMLQVLQ^QL]IT[\MVLQVO\W
migrate to other regions where salaries
might be orders of magnitude higher.
Security and safety, for passengers,
crew and aircraft are the focus of

Clockwise from top left:
Nigeria’s EAN operates around 20
aircraft.
ExecuJet Africa’s Lanseria is hosting
AfBAC EXPO 2017.
Bestfly won its air operator certificate
from the Angolan authorities in 2015.
Tarek Ragheb, at left, AfBAA’s
founding chairman, with Rady
Fahmy, its CEO. Paul Cordwell/AfBAA

INDUSTRY VIEW

another committee, as the growing
association has identified the important
areas on which its attention should be
NWK][[ML*W\PKWUUQ\\MM[PI^MUILM
tangible progress, but on a much larger
scale the AfBAA is promoting business
I^QI\QWVI[I^IT]IJTMKIXIJQTQ\a\W
African industry, in a region where it
tends to be inaccurately linked only to
OW^MZVUMV\[IVL>>18NTaQVO-NNWZ\[
IZMKWV\QV]QVO\WML]KI\MKQ^QTI^QI\QWV
I]\PWZQ\QM[IVLOW^MZVUMV\[\PMU[MT^M[
[PW_QVO\PMUJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWVI[
a facilitator that generates further
business.
+WVNMZMVKM[IVLM^MV\[IZM
important for bringing AfBAA members
together and spreading the word among
other local players. At the association’s
regional symposium in 2015, for
M`IUXTM)NZQKIV=VQWVZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M[
recognised the need to look beyond the
IQZTQVM[IVL\W_IZL[J][QVM[[I^QI\QWV
With four regional symposiums and a
conference behind it, AfBAA launched
)N*)+-@87I\\PQ[aMIZ¼[-*)+-IVL
XTIV[Q\I[IVIVV]ITM^MV\
8ZWUW\QVOJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV\WIV
African audience is but once aspect
WN \PMKPITTMVOMPW_M^MZ.WZ\PM
QVL][\Za\WPI^MZMITMNNMK\WXMZI\WZ[
and passengers flying into Africa need
guarantees that their persons and assets
_QTTZMKMQ^M[INMXI[[IOM<PMZMIZM
real security and regulatory concerns,
but these by no means apply to all
54 of Africa’s countries. The most
IK\Q^MIZMI[QVKT]LQVO)VOWTI+W\M
L¼1^WQZM6QOMZQIIVL;W]\P)NZQKIPI^M
particularly focussed on safety, while
AfBAA has nurtured programmes that
educate crews in dealing with security
crises on the ground.
Yet infrastructure and MRO facilities
are still lacking. Decent runways are
[KIZKMW^MZU]KPWN \PMKWV\QVMV\IVL
where they do exist, lighting and basic
facilities may at best be unreliable and
at worst missing. In terms of MRO, the
African business aircraft fleet includes
many airframes coming up for two or

three-year checks, work that will mostly
take them out of Africa for lack of
facilities.
Aircraft Ownership
Gathering statistics and hard data
on African operations and aircraft
ownership is a particular challenge. A
TWWSI\6QOMZQINWZ_PQKPZMI[WVIJTa
IKK]ZI\MNQO]ZM[LWM`Q[\ZM^MIT[IZW]VL
165 operational jets, of which only one
is on the national register. Operators
\MVL\WI^WQLTWKITZMOQ[\ZaJMKI][M
it may cause insurance premiums to
inflate and render financing difficult to
IZZIVOMTMI^QVOU]KP[\QTT\WLW
For the future, AfBAA is working to
MVKW]ZIOMJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWVQV\WIVL_Q\PQV
\PMKWV\QVMV\-QOP\W]\WN \PM_WZTL¼[\MV
fastest growing economies are in Africa
and their prosperity encourages external
J][QVM[[<PW[M^Q[Q\WZ[VMML\W\ZI^MT
internally, for which the continent’s
KWV^WT]\MLIQZTQVMVM\_WZS[IZMTM[[\PIV
QLMITTMI^QVOP]OM[KWXMNWZXZQ^I\M
I^QI\QWV1VUIVa_Ia[\PM\ZILQ\QWV
of bush flying, reaching otherwise
inaccessible regions by rugged pistonengined or turboprop aircraft, is likely
\WUMZOMQV\WJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWV#QVLMML
turboprops are finding a ready market
in a somewhat blurred bush/business
scenario.
Look back two decades and
Africa’s skies were populated by a
preponderance of older aircraft,
typically withdrawn from Western
fleets and soldiering on with dubious
airworthiness. That situation is already
changing, with the popularity of
modern turboprops where accessibility
Q[IVQ[[]MIVLRM\[1V6QOMZQINWZ
example, operators that acquired smaller
equipment, maybe Learjets, just a few
years ago, are now progressing onto
+PITTMVOMZ[IVLM^MV/TWJIT-`XZM[[
type aircraft. The African business
I^QI\QWVTIVL[KIXMQ[KPIVOQVO1\PI[I
P]OMRW]ZVMaaM\\W\ZI^MTJ]\I\TMI[\Q\
is walking in the right direction, at pace,
and no longer crawling. Q
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FIXED BASE OPERATIONS
Signature,
London Luton, UK

ASIA
Deer Jet, Sanya and Haikou,
China
Deer Jet has been granted IS-BAH
accreditation for its FBOs at Sanya
and Haikou, the first organisation
in China to be awarded the
certificate.
Deer Jet has been operating FBOs in
the country since 2008 and has facilities
at Sanya, Haikou, Shenzhen, Changsha,
Xian, Nanning, Guilin, Hangzhou and
Tangshan.

EUROPE

TAG Aviation, Geneva,
Switzerland
TAG Aviation hosted The Caps
Collection, a summer exhibition
of contemporary art by local
street artist Joule Champod, at its
Geneva FBO.
Adeline Varéon, Marketing and
Communications Manager, TAG
Aviation Europe, said: “We are delighted
to have the opportunity to collaborate
with Joule Champod. TAG has always
been keen to further its strong links
with contemporary art and particularly
when we can help promote the works
of a Geneva-based artist who shares the
same roots as the TAG brand.”
Signature, London Luton, UK
Signature Flight Support’s
Elite Class Service at London
Luton private jet terminal is
now operational, having been
announced at EBACE.
Luton is the second London destination
to support the service, with the Gatwick
NIKQTQ\aPI^QVOZMKMV\TaKMTMJZI\MLQ\[ÅN\P
anniversary.
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News On The Move

FBO Round-up
Signature Elite Class enables
passengers to avoid the commercial
terminal and depart from Signature
FBOs. Customs and immigration, and
security screening are performed at the
FBO in exceptional privacy.
Evie Freeman, Managing Director
for Signature Flight Support’s Europe,
Middle East and Africa division
stated: “Customers can now enjoy an
elite-class experience normally only
available to those using private aircraft.
It removes the stress of transiting the
commercial terminal and our staff can
accommodate passengers’ needs in a
world-class manner. We are excited to
bring back the glamour to commercial
air travel and we look to continue to
expand this service in the future.”
London Biggin Hill, UK
Biggin Hill’s London HeliShuttle
service has expanded with the
addition of a sixth Leonardo
AW109 Grand.

MIDDLE EAST
Gama Aviation, Sharjah
International Airport, UAE
Gama Aviation, based at
Farnborough Airport, UK, has
signed an agreement with Sharjah
International Airport to build and
operate a $30-million, 430,600sqft
private jet terminal.
Replacing an existing FBO, the
new facility marks further investment
in business and private aviation by
the Middle Eastern airport operator,
as more traffic moves away from the
congested areas around Dubai.

NORTH AMERICA
ACI Jet, John Wayne-Orange
County Airport, California
At the beginning of August, ACI Jet
officially opened its FBO at John
Wayne-Orange County Airport,
California.
The company operates three other
FBOs in California and was awarded
the lease for the most recent in January.
The facility has undergone a $600,000
refurbishment in which three conference
rooms and four private meeting spaces
were added.
ACI Jet also provides ground
handling and aircraft management,
charter and maintenance services.
Republic Jet Center,
Farmingdale, New York
Signature Flight Support
has announced the official
transition of Republic Jet Center,
Farmingdale, New York to
Signature Select.
With more than 100,000sqft of
combined hangar and office space,
the facility is the largest operator at
Republic Airport. The FBO offers the
only FAA Part 145 Repair Station on
site, providing MRO support for most
modern aircraft types.
MFC Aviation Services,
Canandaigua Airport, New York
Canandaigua Airport in the state of
New York is undergoing operational
changes as MFC Aviation Services
takes over its FBO’s handling from
Canandaigua Air Center.

FIXED BASE OPERATIONS

The latter is focusing on its MRO
operations, while MFC will oversee the
FBO between 0700 and 1700 daily.
The Ontario County Industrial
Development Agency is overseeing new
development at the airport, with plans to
break ground on a new 3,600sqft hangar.
Northstar Aviation, Theodore
Francis Green International
Airport, Rhode Island
Northstar Aviation, which
operates FBO services at Theodore
Francis Green International
Airport, Rhode Island, now has
on-site customs for pilots and
passengers.
Paul Smith, Northstar’s general
manager stated: “This was a big
step to better serve the international

community. It opens up possibilities for
our FBO and guests by helping us serve
their needs more efficiently.”
Million Air, Syracuse Hancock
International Airport, New York
Steel has gone up for a new FBO
close to the main entrance at
Syracuse Hancock International
Airport, New York.
Million Air will operate the
$10-million FBO, reportedly including
an 11,000sqft terminal and 28,000sqft
hangar. Features will include a passenger
lounge, coffee bar and conference room,
while aircraft storage, fuelling, ground
handling, cleaning and other services
are also planned.
The FBO is scheduled for completion
by March 2018.

Orion Jet Center, Miami OpaLocka Executive Airport, Florida
Atlantic Aviation has entered into
an agreement to purchase the
assets of the Orion Jet Center FBO
at Miami Opa-Locka Executive
Airport, Florida.
“We are pleased that the team at
Atlantic Aviation continues to expand
the network of fixed base operations
with quality facilities like the Orion
Jet Center at OPF,” said James Hooke,
chief executive officer of Macquarie
Infrastructure Corporation, Atlantic
Aviation’s parent company.
“South Florida is one of the fastest
growing general aviation markets in the US
and the acquisition of one of the largest
FBOs in the region is expected to provide
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Orion Jet Center founder Leonard
Abess said: “Through the hard work
and dedication of our staff, Orion Jet
Center has experienced unprecedented
growth since opening in 2009. Atlantic
Aviation is well positioned to continue
the success we have enjoyed. We look
forward to our ongoing involvement
in the transformation of the airport
as we develop the remainder of our
leasehold.”
Cutter Aviation, Colorado
Springs Airport, Colorado
Cutter Aviation has opened a
new FBO at Colorado Springs
Municipal Airport. Its FBO
operation at Colorado Springs
began in August 2006 with the
purchase of the existing Discount
Fuels FBO. Cutter’s expansion
results from increased FBO

Signature, Seattle Airport,
Washington
Signature Flight Support has
opened an FBO at Boeing Field/
King County International
Airport, Seattle.
The $11.5-million, 6,250sqft facility
includes business rooms and a fullservice customer desk. A system for
storm water management has been
installed in cooperation with Boeing
Field County Airport and the King
County Water and Land Resources
Department. A hangar is planned for
the future.
The FBO is Signature’s second in
the Seattle area, alongside the BBA
Aviation-operated facility at Seattle
Tacoma airport. Q
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Cutter Aviation, Colorado
Springs Airport, Colorado

activity and growing fuel sales.
The company leased eight additional
acres for its mountain retreat-themed
executive FBO terminal and state-ofthe-art 62,000US gal fuel farm. Cutter
purchased a 23,000sqft hangar adjacent
to the new FBO in 2015.
Stuart Jet Center, Witham Field,
Florida
Stuart Jet Center has broken
ground on an extension to its FBO
at Witham Field, South Florida.
The extension will see Stuart Jet
Center add two hangars as the busy
winter 2017/18 season approaches. The
hangars will total 50,000sqft and be able
to accommodate aircraft including the
G650 and Global Express.
From early 2018, Stuart Jet Center
will also offer US Customs facilities at
Witham Field.
Francis Aviation, New Mexico
Francis Aviation recently
announced John Stuart as its new
Vice President in an effort to
‘accelerate growth’.
He will be instrumental in
remodelling an existing FBO in Las
Cruces and help lead expansion as its
customer base grows.

Meridian, Hayward, California
Meridian has appointed Carlos
Rodriguez as General Manager
of its Hayward FBO in Hayward,
California.
Rodriguez was previously operations
manager at the same FBO; in his
new role, he will oversee day-to-day
operations. Launched in October 2016,
the FBO is looking forward to further
growth under the new appointment.
Leading Edge, Redmond
Municipal Airport, Oregon
Leading Edge Aviation, parent
company of Leading Edge Jet
Center, has purchased Butler
Aircraft Services and will take over
its FBO at Redmond Municipal
Airport, Oregon.
Leading Edge is now the airport’s
sole FBO operator.
Quest Aviation, Aberdeen
Regional Airport, South Dakota
Kevin Braun of Quest Aviation,
the FBO operator at Aberdeen
Regional Airport, South Dakota,
has been granted permission
to create a private 1,091ft turf
runway on Quest property
adjacent to the airport. Q
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